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The False Persecution of Desiré
Desiré has been slurred and slandered to cover-up the false beliefs of the Ultra Rich and to protect
their profit. She has been falsely accused, maliciously maligned, and wrongfully persecuted all
to divert and distract people from hearing her messages. The Ultra-Rich fear her truth; the small
minds dread her courage, the petty minds tremble at her integrity and honor. They have tried to
smear and malign her to stop her messages and books. The case is here in this book for you to
hear the other side of the story and to open the door for honesty integrity open communication,
honor and heartfelt compassion. If you have any comment or criticism of Desiré please give her
a chance to explain rather than backstab her. If someone badmouths her ask them to have a
conference call. If they won’t, then consider their ethics and see their motivation. For when we
turn on the light of truth, the cockroaches run for the wall.
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Known Facts

class action law suit against a drug company who made bendictine a morning sickness drug that my
wife had used while carrying Daniel. There is another drug used now for morning sickness called
Diclectin which is a combination of Doxylamine (an antihistamine) and Vitamin B6. But bendictine
altered DNA and made babies born slow autistic and with learning disabilities. The first form of
bendictine was called thalidomide. In 1961, thalidomide was withdrawn due to teratogenicity
(birth defects) and neuropathy (nerve disorders like autism and learning and hearing disabilities).
It was reengineered and called bendictine. Bendictine was taken of the market for the same
reasons. Natural wild ginger has been shown more effective in trials than all of these drugs, but
ginger is not patentable.

• Fact: Synthetic drugs are an insult to the body and they are not fully
compatible with the human body.
• Fact: Natural medicine works and is a viable choice in the world today.
• Fact: Muscle testers and point probe users completely control the
results of their tests. They do not measure the patient, they determine
all results.

• Fact: Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharmaceuticals, Big Medicine are
the largest killers of people today.
• Fact: There have been NO reports of any significant risk to anyone from
the EPFX technology. It has been correctly registered, researched,
published, taught in medical schools, used in hospitals, tested safe
and effective.
• Fact: When I got acupuncture needles registered as medical equipment
in America some in the FDA trumped up charges to stop me. In 1996
Federal Judge Matsch made the FDA drop their case. They illegally
made a new charge against me as a vendetta. This has nothing to do
with the EPFX.
• Fact: I am the man who left America to find freedom who is no longer
a man. it is against the law to present evidence related to sexual
identity.
• Fact: it is against the law to market an unvalidated unregistered
adulterated software plugin.
• Fact: Greed, Anger, Arrogance, Delusions of False beliefs and
Conformity drive people to slur Desiré
I have always been deeply religious and devoutly connected to God I have tried to let God work
with me and thru me in everything I do. I give full credit to him for everything in my life.
My eldest son Daniel was born autistic with learning disabilities in 1979. We were asked to join a
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• Fact: There is a body electric. We are completely made up of energetic
fields. These fields can be measured and corrected with the EPFX
technology.

In the bendictine trials in Cincinnati, Ohio our lawsuit proved horrendous damages and proved
that bendictine was also causing birth defects and nerve problems. The drug companies proved
that they did not know of the side effects before they released it. There is a special law for the
drug companies. Other people have to be responsible for the damage they cause. But to win
against the drug companies you must prove they knew it would harm you and sold it anyways.
They are not responsible for damages, only damages they knew would happen. You must prove a
conspiracy and cover-up. Just hurting people is not enough for a drug company to be made to pay
damages. I was shocked.
When the drug companies got off of paying any damages they laughed out loud in court. The
judge was upset and asked to close the door as he said to the drug companies”Gentlemen, I do
not like your attitude. You are lucky today with this jury. You hurt millions of children and got off
scot free. If you have this attitude in my court again it will come out different”. This judge was then
avoided in future law suits with the drug companies.
I was shaken and I asked how could this happen? I diligently studied the concept and science
behind the synthetic process and I was appalled to see that ALL SINTHETIC compounds were
incompatible with the Human body. When I went to med school my pharmaceutical instructor
announced on the first day “To use a synthetic anything is an insult to the body, the body knows it
is not natural and it is different and an insult. Now we will spend the rest of the semester learning
how to insult the body”. He was right and I then was able to scientifically prove this. The proof
was in my 1982 book the PROMORPHEUS.
As a society we all know that synthetics or SINthetics as I like to call them are not good for us. If we
see a menu in a restaurant the intelligent ones will not order SINthetic wine or cheese. We want
the natural. We now all know that synthetics are an insult to the body. But in the hospital there
are ONLY SINthetic items on the menu. We don’t have a choice. I found out that we could grow our
medicines. Natural medicines have the answer and they can be just as effective and much safer.
I am not trying to get rid of all SINthetics they have their place in medicine but right now they are
100% of medicine and this must change. They should be used when natural more safe therapies
fail.
My new book on Health Care explains this in-depth. For profit, money, and finances all have made
SINtheics the choice for they can be patented. But they are an insult and have side effects which
now are escalating to the point that these doctor prescribed drugs and iatrogenic disease (doctor
caused) is the number one killer in America. But my work and charisma were a major threat to
the massive profit.
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So I got into Natural medicine and as an ex-electrical engineer I was able to develop the best
energetic medical devices ever conceived. My respect for the law and due diligence meant that I
was able to register and research each step along the way to develop the finest drugless energetic
medicine devices in the world today.

When the reporters from the Seattle Times and the CBC came here they already knew what they
were going to write. Both of them talked to me for hours and most of the time was spent with me
proving the problems of the SINthetic drugs. As in both cases I spent hours telling them the science
and the statistics of the millions of people killed each year by doctor prescribed medications. And
I detailed the science that proves the incompatibility with the human body and shows without
a doubt as my pharmaceutical professor once said “to use a synthetic anything is an insult to
the body”. An insult that is now killing millions needlessly. I spent hours telling the CBC and
Seattle Times people about my son and introducing them to my son who now is cured of autism.
I eloquently showed intimate details of vast scientific research of how synthetics are hurtful, and
that this was the foundation of my work. No mention of this whatsoever in either article.

In the fifth grade we learned that our bodies are made of atoms. And atoms are made mostly of
protons, neutrons and electrons. There are great spaces between these electrons and protons
and other atoms. These electrons never touch each other. Thus the outer electrons in my left hand
can never touch the outer electrons in my right hand no matter how hard I slap. The only things
that touch are photons. So we are completely 100% electrical energetic fields.
The electrons and atoms of our complex Fractal body obey quantum, QED, photonic, electromagnetic-static laws. This is a mouthful so we abbreviate and since these are all energy let’s say
ENERGETIC. There is undeniably a body electric and there is indeed an Energetic Medicine. There
is pressure from the chemical companies and their vast wealth and pervasive influence to view
the body as a set of chemicals. But these chemicals are all made of energetic fields and they obey
energetic laws like quantum, electro-magnetic, static, quantum electro-dynamic photonic laws.

Most of the electrons in the human body are bond very tightly, but there are enough free electrons
to permit the functions of life to occur. All functions of life involve electrons and photons. There
are specific patterns of energetic interactions that are healthy and normal and disease states
occur when there is an upset in the energetic stability.
Energetic medicine in the past has made several scientific mistakes. First the hand delivered point
probe was too sensitive to operator control and it was too slow to measure the body electric’s
changing activity. The muscle testing was also found to be 100% under operator control in all tests
and thus was not measuring the patient’s body but measuring the therapist’s intent. Many claims
were not supported with research or with clinical evidence. There were many charlatans selling
illegal even complete bogus fraudulent devices with exorbitant claims. Certain Russian devices
and others were found to be completely deceptive shams and doctors have lost their license using
them.
I found the alternative medicine community full of backstabbing charlatans who would sell their
mother for a nickel and send her COD. So now I was hated by both sides of the medical world.
None of these doctors knew what an electron was and they feared to admit that I was smarter
than them. The drug companies, fraudulent device competitors and the muscle testers feared
exposure and they both take any opportunity to slur my name.
This book is the story of these slurs. Here we can see there are two sides to every issue, at least
two.
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It is clear to see that no medical doctor or any scientist is fully aware of the real nature of what
our bodies truly are. Few medical personnel even know what an electron is. And they arrogantly
fear new ideas as an attack on their ego. Medicine has made the mistake of ignoring the body
electric and frowning on energetic medicine. Traditional medicine invested its future into synthetic
chemistry and we now all know that SINthetic chemicals cause side effects that the some of the
public does not want. Doctors depend on their prescription pad, and some people are tired of it.
Some People want to exercise their freedom of choice and use natural medicine with minimal risk,
and safe forms of energetic medicine.

I showed them prove of hundreds of scientific articles and medical testimonials and gave them
the medical international library references of thousands of scientific articles validating my work.
This is the heart of my work. No mention of this in either article. Both of them already knew the
slander and lies they wanted to print. Omitting these things is lies by omission or in the publishing
industry known as a hack job. They were unprofessional and biased against me.
I told them both of the story behind the charges against me and I proved to them by showing
them the court transcripts that Federal Judge Matsch dropped the charges and said there was
no crime. There was no mention of this. Their stories were written way before they even talked
to me as anyone can see in reading their stories. If you want to see the complete CBC interview
and my retort it is available on the DVD of the Persecution Story. The journalism they did was
unprofessional and had a hidden agenda and an ulterior motive. There was not a chance to tell
both sides of the story. This is obvious to all reading it. Obvious that they both had a hidden
agenda from the start.
In law of America and Europe the sexual preference and sexual identity is not allowed to be
presented as evidence against anyone. This should apply to the media as well. I choose my sexuality
with my big head not my little head. This is an expression of personal freedom I am free to do.
The Seattle Times’ article alludes to my sexual identity as being a problem more times than any
other issue. The CBC allows comments to be posted that are mostly about my sexual identity not
any real issue. They inappropriately manipulate a homophobic audience to think that my choice
of dress discredits the device. This is more unprofessional journalism and is part of the grounds
for a law suit of defamation of character.
There are many websites from competitors that say that I hurt the business with my choice of
sexual identity. First of all my choice is not based on business. In 1998 our business went down
when I shot the Movie “As a Man Thinks, So is He”. This is a quote from the Bible saying that “As
man thinketh in his heart, so he is. Nothing much happens unless you believe in it.” Bible Proverbs
23, verse 7. In this action comedy movie I played a transsexual who saves the world from nuclear
destruction in Libya. The rumors of me wearing a dress weakened our business. Rumors do this.
I struggled but I became Desiré. I worked for a year to make the software what it is. The basic
drivers and data exchanges, the subspace system, the digital to digital interface, and many key
factors were made as I worked 20 hr a day for a year to make the software the best. At the end of
the year I was invited to Toronto to do a lecture. The buzz was what was going on with my dress.
I had to make a decision. I choose to go with the truth as I always do and I put a large picture of
Desiré onto the screen. I announced this is me. Now do any of you think that this cheapens your
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device? Many homophobic people wanted to say something but did not because they would look
stupid. And to my surprise everybody loved the sincerity and we started to sell. I then decided to
be Desiré full time and the first lectures I was nervous and sweat, but the people loved the honesty.
I was me and they saw a self actualized person. They saw the integrity candor and openness. They
listened and we sold more and more. The science, experience, and honesty come across. Desiré
built the business and did not hurt it but flourished it.
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Science has been so Male and restricted in thinking. Male logic, linear, Male verification, over
verbal and Male driven. The typical doctor is as an example. However, The intuitive female softer
side of compassion, inspiration, sympathy, visual empathy of the Female side is often suppressed.
Example the nurse is told to be quiet. The doctor and nurse are needed for healing. So now using
both sides I was able to transcend the limitations of one sided philosophy and let the two sides
merge into a partnership of genius. The male and female united science to capture the essence of
life, health and medicine. The EPFX became better and better. As Desiré the intuitive compassion
and flow of God consciousness entered into every line of code. It became the largest most versatile
medical program in the world.
As we see from the pic above we can go beyond self actualization as in Maslow’s pyramid. We can
pass to a level of transcendence. As I transcended the rules of sexual identity and let my big head
chose my sexual identity, I then let my big head listen to God and let him work through me. But
when people transcend to a higher level the other people around them rear them and they try to
attack and take them down. Great spirits get incredible resistance from mediocre minds.
I had the courage to be me and I saw how almost everybody was living in fear. I sought to inspire
people to not live in fear but to live in the light of honest self discovery. My dedication to the law
was paramount in shaping the intense devotion to legal compliance.
The genuine honesty of Desiré and commitment to make a system of medicine using both sides
worked very well. Some have said it hurt the business, just the contraire. Desiré made software
that was so powerful and my energy as Desiré was so real and authentic that people loved it. The
business flourished and the testimonials of healing, success and the studies flowed in.
Desiré made software that was so Powerful and Intellectual and Desiré was so factual and genuine
that people respected it. Desire is an example of Courage, Integrity Dedication, Freedom, Grace,
Tolerance, Openness, Sincerity, Honesty and Incredible Intellect. We should Honor her not
Despise her. We were doing very well with our safe and effective device. That is till the time of
the publication of the Seattle Times article. Then it seemed rumor became more important than
truth. For any who see me lecture live and interact with me are instantly relaxed at the honest
frank authenticity of me. It is only either those who are troubled inside themselves or those who
don’t know me that care. But for others they can be swayed by articles like the ones we address
here. The hospitals were told rumors and innuendos to stop using the devices that they were
getting results. Fear was rampant as everyone feared everything. Everyone except me, for God
gave me the inspiration and strength to fight the fear.
I am either Hero or villain. There is no middle ground here. I am either telling you the truth or
telling you lie. As you read this book you will see many things and if you wish to challenge anything
even the spelling please do so. But at least let me respond and stop backstabbing and talking
behind my back.
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The Key issues are the SINthetic drugs...
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Next the muscle testers.

Small minded people are most always selfish people. They do not see past their own needs. They
are only concerned with themselves. They do not understand other people having a life unless it
pertains to them.
In the case of Desire small minded people in the Quantum community do not care about Desirés
freedom to be what she wants to be. Small minded petty people do not care about her making
movies to help the world, or writing books to change medicine or her music to inspire people.
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Small selfish minds only care about themselves. They see conventionality over freedom.

For small minded people if a man wears a nice suit he can do anything he pleases.
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Seven to ten per cent of the population is born left handed. The choice of hand preference takes
place in the brain in the first year of life. 90% are right handed and some percent is left. We call
this cross dominance or preference.
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Seven to ten per cent of the population is born with cross gender ideation. They sexually prefer
different than the norm. A man might want a man, a woman a woman, a man feels a woman, or a
woman feels like a man. The choice of sexual identity takes place in the brain. The choice of sexual
identity takes place in the big head not the little head. Our society thinks too much with the little
head.
Now 7 to 10 % have this but only 2% live it. That leaves more than 5% of the population suppressing
and repressing their feelings. They work a life time to cover up their true feelings from others and
themselves. They drive their true feelings down deep, but to ignore a truth is to give it power. In
some cases men have to reject all that is female. The latent homosexual might shave his head
to remove the female image of hair. They will never ever wear pink, so they wear army colors.
Anything even slightly feminine they must run away from. They can become a skin head. Ask a
skin head to hold a ladies purse for a second on the street, he would rather die. Ask him to give
his friend a kiss on the cheek he would rather die. The social turmoil and fear of humiliation has
repressed these feelings deep. So deep that they are most often below the verbal mind, but the
y lay dormant. When they are touched the person gets angry. And he feels that if he attacks the
feminine one he will help to convince his friends and himself that he is not gay. When in fact his
over reaction is a tip off to his real latent feelings.
So as they see someone who is comfortable with their cross preference and living their truth they
get troubled. All it takes is a simple trigger where part of them sees the inner turmoil and it trigger
intense hatred, intense hatred of self but it is turned to intense hatred of the trigger. They then
for no real reason or for some trumped up reason hate me. If they slur me then they can repress
their feelings.
This inner turmoil they feel is within themselves as that all thoughts are inside one’ own head.
They try to repress the feelings that have triggered their discomfort. They have spent a lifetime
suppressing these feelings. They were scolded by their parents when they let their true persona
out. They were tortured by their own friends when the slipped a little feminine manner out. They
have struggled to drive their feelings down deep into the unconscious nonverbal cave within. They
have lived a lifetime trying to cover up and hide their true identity.
And then there in front of them is Desiré comfortably living her truth. The turmoil inside drives
them to suffer and the inner pressure mounts up till they have a choice, face the truth or attack the
truth. They want to shoot the messenger of truth me; and they unconsciously make up criticisms
of me. Well none of their real criticisms work so they must resort to name calling. They sense
something wrong inside themselves but seek to blame it on me. They can’t deal internally they
must assail the external.
At 5 plus % of the people repressing, this means that in more than one out of twenty there will be
someone driven to attack me out of their own self turmoil. One out of 17 or so will be driven to
hide their own mental instability by attacking me.
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So I have poured over the rumors and lies about me. I have spent hours going over the insults,
the innuendos, the deceit, and the falsehoods. And I have seen just unsubstantiated fabrications,
only vague unclear insinuations. The internet is full of hazy blurred overblown insinuations, no
substance. The competitors need this because an open debate is not possible with so much
science and experience behind me. It is a tribute to the honor and perfection of my character to
have so many people concerned to print lies about me. When all I am doing is being me and I use
controversy to teach.
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They won’t do so in public because they know that others will see their mental illness. But on
the internet they can release their attack. Now there are other false beliefs that I expose that
make people attack the messenger of truth. My views on SINthetic drugs, muscle testing, global
warming, the war machine etc. but latent homosexual attack is by far the worst. Almost all of
those attacking me have real inner issues with personal freedom versus conformity.
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As I grew up in a religious family I learned to pray daily and to talk to God and to study the
Bible and its foundations. As a young child God told me I was to be integral involved with the
Armageddon. (see Angel Book)
I prayed to God to give me the Wisdom of Solomon, he gave me a World of Problems to Solve
and Clarity of Mind
I asked God for Strength, he gave me Resistance to make me Strong
I asked God for Intellect, he gave me the light of Enthusiasm and the breath of Inspiration
I asked God for Courage, he gave me Obstacles to Overcome and Hatred and Anger to Defeat
I asked God for Love, he gave me Suffering People to Help and Troubled Minds to Soothe
I asked God for Help, he gave me Opportunities to Grow and Opportunities to Help Others
Later in the Seminary I was studying to become a Lutheran Pastor when I got the calling from God.
He spoke to me and said I want you to re-write Molecular Biology. I said I don’t know what that is.
He said don’t worry I show you what to do. I have let God work thru me daily ever since then. It is
thru God’s inspiration that the SCIO is made.
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I did not get what I Wanted… but God gave me what I Needed Day by Day.
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Most choose to Backstab Desiré rather than confront her.
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I have made a life dedicated to helping people and to get people to get over their clinging to false
beliefs that hurt and limit them.
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The greatest false belief is that of existence. In 5th grade we are taught that our bodies are made
of atoms and atoms are made of protons neutrons in the nucleus and outer electrons far away in
energy states in the outer layers of the atoms. The electrons never touch because they repel when
they approach each other. So the outer electrons of any item never touch the outer electrons
of any other items. So no matter ever touches any other matter. The electrons, protons, atoms,
molecules in fact all things have an energetic field around them and this field is what we really
are. No one has ever seen or experienced this truth of our existence but we know it is true. We
are energetic beings in an energetic world.
As a bio-electrical engineer, licensed diagnostician health care doctor, mathematical genius, and
expert in natural medicine, I developed a medical device that would assay the energetic body, and
measure and correct problems of voltage, amperage, resistance, hydration, oxidation, and ph. My
enormous respect for the law mandated that I properly register the device and did so in 1989. My
respect for statistical research drove me to continue research and make the device better every
day since.
After 5th grade, Later in school we are taught about photons and how photon from the sun make
the electrons in plants go to higher energy states in a process of photosynthesis. Plants can do this,
not synthetic chemical companies and from here we get the proof that the SINthetic chemicals are
incompatible with the human body. We all know this about our foods. We will not order synthetic
foods, or drink synthetic wine we have learned over the years that the chemical companies have
tried to make synthetic chemicals compatible with the body and they have failed. If the menu has
SINthetic foods on it we will exercise our freedom to choose and not order synthetic chemicals. But
the menu at the hospital only has SINthetic chemicals on it. Only patented SINthetic chemicals get
funding for research and use in medicine. Natural herbs and plants are not protected by patents
and thus no one will invest in the research. Well not no one, I invested in the research on cancer
patients in Kiev to test synthetic chemotherapy versus natural chemotherapy. I invested to test
natural treatments for AIDS versus SINthetic treatments in Budapest. Both series of studies done
in qualified WHO registered medical hospitals. The results confirmed that it is a false belief that
synthetic chemicals are better or safer. Our extensive research all over the world now has shown
that the natural is much more effective, and vastly incredibly safer. But this false belief of synthetic
drugs efficacy and safety makes lots of money.
People with small minds cling to false beliefs and especially when the false beliefs make money.
The drug companies ostracized me, they pressured the hospitals and I was removed from further
research.
In 1990 the acupuncturists asked me to help register acupuncture needles as medical devices.
For free, I wrote a 400 page treatise on the law to make the needles real medical devices not
experimental. It is a false belief that acupuncture is not real medicine. Some small minds in the
FDA did not want this to happen and they fear all forms of drugless therapies. They trumped up
false charges against me. In 1996 judge Maitch the Oklahoma City case judge made the FDA drop
the charges. The FDA was angry and continues their vendetta against me. This is chronicled in the
true to life movie “Sworn on the Altar”.
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The drug companies tried to kill me as we see in the true to life movie “Water, Wine, Homeopathy”.
In breaking up an international pedophile ring in Romania I was tied to a table and they tried again
to kill me. This is displayed in the movie “The Greatest Sin 1, 2, 3”. Then when I decided to use my
big head and choose my sexuality rather than my little head, I mustered up tremendous courage
and made my freedom of choice and put on the dress. The drug companies stopped trying to kill
me. It is another false belief that you should let your little head choose your sexual identity.
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Then over the years I was able to prove that muscle testing for remedies was not only invalid it was
a complete sham, a fraud, a lie. The muscle testers or point probe users were altering the speed of
delivery or the pressure to force the results they wanted. Mostly they used muscle testing to push
the client into buying a vitamin or some sort of remedy. Muscle testers laugh when they admit
they change the pressure to affect the patient. Now as we all know most of alternative medicine
is built on this lie. With no double blind study ever showing that remedy muscle testing is in any
way accurate, this lie has reached massive proportions.

The science of electrical reactivity starts with the shark. The shark lives in salt water and he has
a powerful well documented electro-sense. The literature knows that the electro-sense of the
human is very weak. We have to amplify the electro signal over a million times for us to see
human electro reactivity.
All items have an energetic field around them this is 5th grade science. This field is known in
science as the Voltammetric field. I patented a 3 dimensional Voltammetric field detector first
developed in 1988. With several patents and copyrights I work every day to perfect the system.
With hundreds of medical articles in peer reviewed medical journals it is the only scientifically
proven way to measure remedy reactivity.
I purchased and procured each item in the matrix and test them for their 10,000 frequency
patterns. It is a false belief that a single frequency can define a remedy. Now since this is the
only true way to measure reactivity for medication testing the other companies with inaccurate
devices often only using words, or pendulums to get results. These companies cannot debate
the extensive science. Most of them are not developed by someone with electrical engineering
techniques, medical backgrounds, statistics backgrounds, so these companies have to also slander
the messenger to protect their sales.
Several Russian devices have been proven complete frauds. There are many charlatans in the
alternative industry telling lies to sell and lies about me to distract.
So all of these people use WMD “Weapons of Mass Distraction” to sell. They all have a common
goal to stop Desiré from exposing them, stop Desiré from telling the truth. There are conventions
of alternative medicine around the world but they will not invite the most published, awarded,
significant, charismatic lecturer because as they say Desiré will spoil the party. She will tell us the
law and how we break it, she will tell us the science and how we affront it, she will show a system
so superior to ours we can’t ever sell another one. So we can’t invite Desiré.
Money seems to be more important than truth. And this is not enough they have to lie about me
to distract people from the truth. You see synthetic chemicals are incompatible with the human
body. Muscle testing cannot be used to tests remedies. Altering a medical device is a crime. And
all of the slander against me does not change this.
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Now how would the drug companies ever sell a SINthetic vitamin if the false belief of SINthetics
was exposed? Who would ever attend another muscle tester’s lecture if the false belief of it was
exposed? Both of these are definite false beliefs. There is no doubt that the synthetic is not the
same, there is incredible evidence proving this. And there is no doubt that the muscle testers are
changing pressure and using suggestions to sell their remedies. They cannot debate this so they
must slander or shoot the messenger of truth rather than have these truths exposed.
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I have a standing offer to do a three way phone conversation with any who have a criticism of me
in even the smallest detail. I have said this for more than three decades and nobody wants to take
their slander to me. Nobody wants to turn on the light of truth.

The Weapons of Mass Distraction users have said horrendous things of me. They will tell you I am
a 9 foot tall black man if you will believe it. They work very hard to make up lies and they try to
see just what they might say to distract you. Some of the people are sensitive to sexual identity, so
they will tell you I am gay. (Being a hermaphrodite I am not). If you are religious they will tell you I
am a heathen, I am not. They will tell you anything but just not on the telephone with me on the
line to confirm or dispute. They will do whatever it takes to distract you and keep you away from
the truth. And what they fear most is my courageous dedication to truth, freedom of choice, and
nature.
I can’t defend myself from the backstabbing if you don’t help me. I can’t defend you the users if
you don’t allow me to help you. So please listen to the truth and if you have a question let me
know.
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After authoring and editing over one hundred books, over 120 medical journals, over five patents,
thousands of copyrights, developing a accredited medical university, establishing a major ISSN
peer reviewed medical journal, being nominated for the Nobel prize for two decades, and a long
long list of credentials and accomplishments you would think that someone could find one error
other than spelling to really critic me.
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The Psychology of the Timid and Fearful versus the Warrior
Spirit
Please read the two articles supplied with this treatise on Appreciation and Desi vs the Golieths at
the end of this chapter and a certificate we just found after the death of my father.
There are incredible variations of human personality. Some fostered by nature (genetics) some
fostered by nurture (learned behavior). There is always a mix. There are many issues basic to
human I cover these thoroughly in my new book on Psychology. But now just a brief banter
One subject is respect for authority. Some extremists have complete blind faith in authority and
they become conservatives. Others have no respect for authority and they become liberal. There
are shades of gray in between. The conservatives and liberals can debate any issue but there base
belief will make them argue about everything.
Another subject is Purity, Modesty and Innocence. Some will have extreme total respect for
purity and they become pedantic prudes. Others have little respect for it and they become over
flamboyant exhibitionists.
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Most people only hear the tone of a conversation for they are unable to intellectually participate
in reality. If they are timid or fearful they do not judge the message but are afraid of the tone when
someone speaks forcefully. They can’t react to the message.
Some people are afraid of loss or failure more than others they fear loss and seek to minimize risk.
Others are bolder and they fear mediocrity, they try to maximize gain. Often the fearful ones are
afraid of big personalities that do too many things. Motivation determines perception. And the
fearful cannot see risky behaviors that the bold engage in every day. Albert Einstein said that great
spirits get incredible resistance from mediocre minds. This might be what he was talking about.
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Another subject is fear. Some extremists have little and they are often the heroes who throw
caution to the wind and risk themselves to save others. Some are fearful of everything and cannot
defend themselves. On this subject the hero is undaunted by strong noises or forceful words, he
steps into the fray. The timid are afraid of any perceived threat of violence and any loud noise can
make them cringe in fear.
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Another subject is Optimistic versus Pessimistic world View
About half of the population genetically makes enough or more serotonin than needed and they
can see the glass as half full. The other half genetically does not make enough serotonin and
they see the glass as half empty. This means that in any given political issue there are about fifty
percent in favor and fifty percent opposed.
Seven to ten percent of the human population is born left handed. The choice of handedness
takes place in the brain, not the hand. All People have both hands, but tend to chose one more
frequently. This is called the preference or dominance of hand choice. The choice of handedness
takes place in the brain not the hand.
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A long time ago people killed left handed people. Not now, for we now know that these people
are just different, and even though the bible has many references against the left hander, it is
possibly colloquial. We have learned not to fear someone who is different at least not different in
handedness.
Seven to ten percent of the human population is born with cross gender feelings or cross sexual
preference. The choice of sexual preference takes place in the brain (the big head), not the penis
(the little head). All People have both sexual feelings, but tend to chose one more frequently. This
is called the preference or dominance of gender choice. There are differences of the female brain
and the male brain. Some men are born with a more female brain. Some females are born with a
more male brain. It just happens. It is a scientific fact.
Our society today more than ever needs to think with the big head. If you look at marketing and
the media we see too much emphasis on the little head. And we all know that the consequences of
thinking with the little head seldom turn out well. In the animal world the phenotype differences of
hand preference and sexual preference happen in a much smaller percentage, as to be negligible.
It is a fact that 7 to 10 percent of the people are born with cross gender brains. But only two
percent of the population expresses this. That means that some 5 to 8 per cent of the population
suppresses these feelings. So some 550 million people or one person in 12 is a repressed or latent
homosexual. The one who laughs the loudest or says mean things or write obits is most often just
trying to divert himself and others from seeing the hidden sexuality.
In places such as Russia, Iran, Turkey, and other repressed societies, the percent of those
expressing their emotionality is even much less than the 2%. This is because of the social stigma
of non acceptance and it is illegal. Those born with a more emotional and female brain must hold
back, repress and suppress their true nature and push their feeling down. They fear humiliation,
torture, or death.
These frustrated, suppressed, and repressed latent homosexuals will be most angry, when they see
a homosexual they will be incensed. They will be afraid, meaning they will be Phobic, Homophobic.
This makes for overreaction. In some this produces drastic over reaction, Even violence.
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The only thing that makes you over react to something is a hidden fault in yourself. The greater
the reaction the greater the hidden fear of unleashing your own feelings. Most people are not
over annoyed by homosexuals. Most people feel that what consenting adults do is their business.
But the emotionally suppressed latent homosexual is driven to anger. Shakespeare said “The lady
doth protest to much”. Meaning that an overreaction is the best tip off of a hidden or covered
up truth. When people have an irrational fear such as homophobia, the illogical fear drives extra
anger. They become secretly and often unconsciously angry at themselves.

together and network. There is strength in numbers.
We must stop them now for they have plans.

The people of the world now know that over reactivity of homophobia is a sign of hidden latent
homosexual feelings. After this statement becomes common knowledge people and your friends
will be better able to see through your charade. This wisdom will allow people to detect latent
homosexuals. Information that might extend to helping them resolve their anger.
Male chauvinistic stupidity and pigheadedness makes homophobic hardheadedness intractable.
There are many traits of diversity. Another is the way to handle attacks. Long ago when a tribe of
warriors attacked your village there was two main types of personality defense techniques. The
warriors would take up a sword and fight. Their response was quick and their actions of defense
increased their ability to live. These were people of action. Others weaker would freeze. Whenever
they hear a loud sound or forceful words their reaction is to freeze, they could increase survival by
meek passive submission increased their survival because they might survive to be slaves.
So we have incredible diversity of humans. It is wrong to think everyone thinks like you do. There
is diversity. I am a female brained person of action, flamboyance, with respect for authority. I am
a fighter who works within the system. People say they do not like my outrageous videos. But I
ask them what I was saying. They respond they only heard the harsh tone, and they felt fear. I
told them that a young gay boy was tied to a tree and killed by latent repressed homosexuals;
there was blood in the streets of Europe when latent suppressed homosexuals beat up openly
gay people. I tried to tell the story to CNN, SKY and others but the latent homosexuals who work
for them do not want to have their cover blown by my story. There is rampant hatred and illogical
fear that could easily be dismissed by my story, but the drug companies fear that any exposure of
my persona would draw attention to the proof I developed that SINthetic drugs are bad. So my
movies, music, stories, books are all held back by a biased press.
People falsely believe that conformity is belonging. They have 2 second attention spans and judge
people solely on appearance and outward show. The music has been stripped of intellect, the
movies deprived of mental challenge, and the cerebral people have been exiled. Drugs, lust,
smoke, and pretty pictures have taken over as our society slips to the stupid side.
The drug companies with the FDA are plotting to make SINthetic drugs standard care. For each
disease there will be a drug and the doctor will have to prescribe it and the person will have to
take it. To beat the FDA we need to play by their rules to beat the petro-chemical cartel we have
to get thru to the media.
People have different talents. Some are softhearted and are best at prayer, some have paperwork
skills, some have the talent to talk, to network, some are warriors. In our battle against the ultra
rich, Big Sugar, Big Tobacco, Big Pharma etc. we need people of many talents. We can’t do it thru
prayer alone, not meditation alone, not paperwork alone, not warrior alone. We need to work
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Homophobia is an irrational fear. What are you afraid of?

This is not a joke they must be stopped now.
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The drug companies have not proven safety in their vaccines but panic will make the vaccines
mandatory. And those who refuse will be put into concentration camps.
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The drug companies must tyrannize the minds of the doctors and public. If there is freedom to
choose natural medicine their profits are diminished. As Thomas Jefferson once said “I have sworn
on the altar of God to oppose any tyranny over the minds of men”

Alternative medicine people are prone to suspend disbelief and they can be easily duped into
believing most anything. They need to be protected.
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I am here to protect those who cannot protect themselves and the drug companies want to force
their drugs on us and I will stand against them not quiver in fear.
Some people are afraid of loss or failure more than others they fear loss and seek to minimize
risk. Others are bolder and they fear mediocrity, they try to maximize gain. Often the fearful ones
are afraid of big personalities that do too many things. Motivation determines perception. And
the fearful cannot see risky behaviors that the bold engage in every day. Albert Einstein said that
“Great spirits get incredible resistance from mediocre minds. “
There are many traits of human diversity. One is the way to handle attacks. Long ago when a tribe
of warriors attacked your village there was two main types of personality defense techniques. The
warriors would take up a sword and fight. Their response was quick and their actions of defense
increased their ability to live. These were people of action. Others weaker would freeze. Whenever
they hear a loud sound or forceful words their reaction is to freeze, they could increase survival by
meek passive submission increased their survival because they might survive to be slaves.

One woman writes my video made her feel bad.
The video does not create an emotion, You do, something inside of you reacts.
Most people love the video and reward my courage in making it. Most people get the joke.
At any level only your heart can make the reaction if you have seeds of discontent in your heart
then anything can touch you adversely. This video might touch it and if you are afraid of social
outrage then it might scare you.
If you are over sensitive do not watch Friday the 13, or Freddy Kruger movies, watch what you
watch. I reserve the right to fight for the rights of others too weak to fight for themselves.
Sensitive people cannot take loud noises and might want to not listen to Rock and Roll music and
maybe be selective in choosing what they listen to. People with no sense of humor should not
watch YOU TUBE to begin with.
Small minds will always hate me and they will find any reason.
"Expansive spirits always get opposition from average intellects"
The people who make the difference in this world are not the fearful ones who conform to the
powers that be but the fighters who stand on the bridge and say You will not pass.
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You wish me to conform to your standards of conformity.
So before the Drug companies take us away to be their slaves perhaps the meek fearful ones
should thank the warrior for standing up to the enemy for them rather than berate the warrior
and ask them to speak softly. Each of us have our own ways of handling life challenges, and small
minded people always want to tell others how to react. We should encourage courage, and support
bravery not attack it and criticize it. I am outraged at the injustice and will speak out against it. I
am outraged to the point of being outrageous.

People falsely believe that conformity is belonging. They have 2 second attention spans and judge
people solely on appearance and outward show. The music has been stripped of intellect, the
movies deprived of mental challenge, and the cerebral people have been exiled. Drugs, lust,
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smoke, and pretty pictures have taken over as our society slips to the stupid side.
The drug companies with the FDA are plotting to make SINthetic drugs standard care. For each
disease there will be a drug and the doctor will have to prescribe it and the person will have to
take it.
They are building concentration camps to house those who refuse vaccination, drugs and tobacco
are freely allowed to kill millions and they attack me and prevent me from seeing my father who
died last year, and my dying mother.
When will the rest of you be outraged? And for those who do not have any outrage in you, I will
fight for you whether you like how I do it. I will fight for your rights and when we win nobody will
thank me they will still not like my warrior spirit.
Did the villagers thank the Magnificent Seven and include them into their society; do the people
appreciate the soldiers who fight for them? Most often not. The Vietnam and desert storm soldiers
are often not integrated well into our society.
But we need warriors from time to time. Why can't people find the space in their hearts for me to
be me and stop trying to make me different from what I am? What makes one try to control others
rather than trying to understand others. If you only like soft quiet people fine it is your choice but
don't try to make everyone else conform to your standards of life. It is a karmic sin.
Someone writes that a person had something crammed up his ass in Vietnam. And my video
offends him. Then don’t watch it. Don’t go to the comedy store or rent comedy videos from certain
comedians. I can show you hundreds of comedians who tell anal jokes. The movie road trip and
American pie have Anal jokes as does the many other movies. And when you write letters to Eddie
Murphy, and others let me know. But before you would write such a letter a little voice in your
brain would kick in and it would say “what the Fuck is wrong with you, you don’t ask a comedian
to change his material because of one unfortunate viewer”. But this little voice is silent when you
talk to me.
People are seeing the negative, not the positive. They are playing into certain people’s hands.
How can we get the SINthetic drug companies attention with mamby pamby it's ok message.
Someone ought to draw the line and fight for the rights of people. When he got back from Vietnam
many small minded fearful people rejected him saying Oh you are too violent, you fought to
protect us but now we object to violence and we will not let you back into our society. Society
always rejects the warriors. If someone would say to him, do you want to be in a concentration
camp because you refuse vaccination, or would you like to be forced to take risky SINthetic drugs
for every disease, or perhaps a warrior might be able to change this? Maybe there was something
good coming from your suffering maybe this is the message that wakes up a FDA official. It sounds
crazy but just maybe a warriors approach might work and your pain was not in vain. believe me I
was tied to a table and they tried to kill me but if that experience would have any positive effect
in the tiniest degree then it would make life better.
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Often the public does not understand the warrior spirit.

Do you want a warrior champion or a conformative kiss ass, do you want someone to make a
stand against the system or do you want everyone to just worry about visuals appearances. Is
a little bit of revolution warranted? Should we be fucked over and over or should someone say
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enough is enough, or would that be too much for the weak stupid conformist who would criticize
things no matter what.
Someone writes to me
One of the main reasons that people do not want to upgrade to the new software is that the
person in that very violent video is the person that has written the new software and as Tatiana
mentioned that is the energy that is coming into our computers though the new software. We
want to use the older versions of software before Desirés energy shifted and while Bill Nelson was
still present.
I wrote the original software I have been Desiré for over 15 years now I wrote the whole software,
every line of it in high heels, if that bothers you, you are seriously disturbed. In fact the 2006
version I specifically wrote while wearing white lingerie and pink 5in heel pumps. If reading this
bothers you, look inside. What is wrong with you? I met Ildiko 16 years ago and became Desiré
shortly thereafter and then I started on the Clasp software. Has Nobody heard me lecture about
my meeting Ildiko and the “let’s go shopping line”. I met her over 15 years ago. So now that this
excuse is absolutely removed, what is your next excuse?

As to the video
The video is an expression of outrage not violence, it is protest not brutality, and it is a message
and a wakeup call. It is comedy I have modified and borrowed from Sam Kinison. It’s comedy with
a message. I apologize for being a good actor and scaring your children and the childish minds.
If you think the video makes your software less you have severe mental problems most probably
repressed latent homosexual fear of self or an ulterior motive
My name is Desiré and I wrote the whole software using the scientific male and the intuitive
female energies, that is how the software works, a true mixture of ZEN, NLP, Behavioral medicine,
Homeopathy, Electro-acupuncture, Herbology, EEG, ECG, EMG, GSR, MCES, MTENS, TVEP, and
much much more, All written with the inspiration of God as he works thru me, Both old and new
software are all written with prayer and pious devotion. God did not care what clothes I wore.
He gave me an extra chromosome and I am part man and women. Only when I fully tapped both
sides with Ildiko’s help could this software have been written with the inspiration of God. Since I
am both sexes (technically hermaphrodite) your homosexual fears do not apply.
Whoever I sleep with is my concern but I am not homosexual. Stop using this as an excuse to
not upgrade your software.
Jesus knocked over the tables in the temple when he protested against the money makers. There
is a time for protest. David smote Goliath to save his people. Preachers shake tier fists and scream
at the congregation. The Bible has many more examples of the fact that we must stand up and
fight for our rights. Believe me God wants you to knock over a table or two now and then. There
is a time for all things under heaven. I don’t do such violence as Jesus did, but God my heavenly
father inspired me to make a noise of protest that would draw attention to causes and just maybe
be the catalyst that brings some tiny ray of light to the world. He gave me a warrior’s spirit and a
will to defend the weak even if they are overly timid and fearful. The word angel comes from the
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Response to this disturbed quote
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Greek word for messenger. An angel is a messenger and sometimes the message comes from a
vengeful angel. Several of the angels in the bible make expressions of outrage.

got the comedy, the message and actually listened to the significance. The others trembled in fear
and quivered as they missed all meaning and People should be more concerned about the enemy
rather than the warriors defending you. And the video in question has been posted by an outside
agency and cannot be removed. And even if they did others will repost it because there are those
who know it will help change the world.

Right now there are vastly more positive comments posted to the video than negative. 90% of
the comments are thank you for helping and saying what we all want to say but we were afraid to
say. The thank you (now I understand comments) are vast in numbers. There are some comments
from deranged homophobes threatening my life and family with very very disturbing remarks.
The video touches homophobes very deeply and provokes them to anger. As you can all see. I also
make the weak and timid people cringe as that they are over sensitive to forceful language.

Now someone is using this video as an excuse to cover up a crime, the adulteration of the software is
a crime in the FDA eyes, and when the FDA confiscates your system and freezes your bank account
perhaps the you will feel some outrage and perhaps then you will raise your voice in protest, but
some of you will not even then, some people will just freeze like a deer in the headlights. Some of
you are warriors like me and might want to stop being distracted by this video distraction made
up by the criminals who still do not want to cooperate with me in helping to save the users of the
plugins from harm. No one is putting pressure on them, they have accomplished their distraction.
The Sugar coated message is part of my comedy routine that I borrowed from Sam Kinison the
comedian. Watch his videos on the web and see the similarity, please. I have used the sugar
coated message bit in over 15 of my movies as a running comedy gag and as an expression of
creative protest. These movies have won awards at film festivals around the world.

Warriors must knock over a few tables of the money makers from time to time. Since now less
than one percent of American owns almost 90% of the wealth, there are some big tables. How
could 90% of the people get appreciation and positive feelings from the video? Easy they actually
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Several people commented that the video was like a preacher from his pulpit that shakes his
fist on Sunday morning to wake up the congregation and make them think. Many people were
awakened by the message. The video is designed to draw attention to the message. It is comedic
entertainment with a message. At least that what most people say. Some compare me to Don
Rickles, or Richard Pryor. Many love the humor.

There are several sad sad things happening. But by far the Most sad is the fact that not one of you
protesting the video has ever mentioned a word about what I was saying. Not one of you heard
a word I was speaking. Not one heart was touched by the injustices, the killing, and the ludicrous
and senseless continued prejudice. Not one of you has ever said a word about the content, you
are all just mindless timid rabbits afraid that someone will not conform, that someone will knock
over a table. Afraid that maybe there is someone free from conformity. Does not one of you really
care? Not one of you even mentions the subject matter. Does not one of you have an intellect to
debate the content, to express an opinion, to do anything more than whine because some raises
his voice in protest? Not one. SAD SAD SAD. I feel sorry for you to live in a world where you have
no intelligent interaction with your environment and are just responding to emotional banter.
This is what the ultra rich want. Mindless people never concerned with protest or change, more
concerned with conformity and how to buy the next item, how to live in a little illusion world and
not see what is truly happening around you.
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Can’t any of you take off the blinders long enough to see that the message is a joke meant as
diligent spiritual protest to knock over the tables of the ultra rich controlled media.
Can’t one of you send a comment on that without trying to change me?
Can’t any of you see that there is a problem with an adulterated software that could not only
dramatically hurt some users but hurt the entire industry as well.
Can’t any of you put pressure on the software adulterer to cooperate and simply fix this quickly
and once and for all.
Not one, Sad So Sad So exceedingly incredibly Sad.

If I am the only one with the intellect and the spirit to help then so be it. I will try to help in any
fashion I can. I am what I am and I am a Warrior with a message. Can’t someone get the message?
Now why is David not cooperating? Think now. Think carefully, why does he not want to help
protect the users? It is simple, free, quick, easy and it will bring out the TRUTH.
Ah, now you know why.
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Anyone who thinks that the comedy of my creative protest weakens the software is disturbed,
seriously disturbed. Is there not one warrior among you to stand with me? Well sometimes a
warrior must fight alone. Is no one going to help the adulterated software users defend themselves
from FDA confiscation or worse?

Samuel Burl "Sam" Kinison (December 8, 1953 – April 10, 1992) was an American stand-up
comedian and actor. Kinison was known for his intense, harsh humor. A former revival-style
preacher, he performed stand-up routines that were most often characterized by an intense style,
similar to revival preachers, punctuated by his trademark scream. Sam Kinison once said “Dying is
Easy, Comedy is Hard”.
At the end he was driving to work and a car hit his. He got up and staggered from the severe
accident. His brother and the others begged him to lie down and he did with his best friend, Carl
LaBove, who had been in the following van. Holding his head in his hands, Carl said at first it looked
like there were no serious injuries to Kinison, but within minutes he suddenly said to someone
nobody else could see “I don’t want to die. I don’t want to die."
LaBove later said "it was as if he was having a conversation, talking to some unseen somebody
else" some unseen person. Then there was a pause as if Kinison was listening to the other person
speak. Then he asked "But why?" and after another pause LaBove heard him clearly say: "Okay,
Okay, Okay.’ LaBove said: "The last ‘Okay’ was so soft and at peace...Whatever voice was talking to
him gave him the right answer and he just relaxed with it. He said it so sweet, like he was talking
to someone he loved." Kinson then lost consciousness.
Efforts to resuscitate him failed.
Kinison died at the scene from internal injuries. He was just thirty eight years old.
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Fornication Under Control of the KING
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The king of England once took such liberties with his people that he said that the first sex of
marriage was to be the right of the king to have. We see this in Charlton Heston’s movie Warlock
and in the movie “Brave Heart” by Mel Gibson. This was also called the right of “Prima Notre”.
The king said the Fornication is Under the Control of the KING. It is a sad truth that the king
thought he could plant his seed to the people and take away the most valuable thing in life.
This was the greatest insult imaginable. Such a large unbelievable insult to the people that the
powers of authority have spent large efforts to cover up this story. This ludicrous instance of
power by the king started people to realize that the power that govern us must not be allowed
to have ultimate control. These powers of authority can be abused. The people saw they were
being abused horribly and they coined a word for this abuse. They took the letters for an acronym
“Fornication is Under the Control of the KING” and they called it FUCK. Whenever the authorities
exceed logic and reason we say we get fucked.
As William Wallace said they can take away our wives, but they’ll never take away our freedom.
He coined the word Fuck.

Fuck is not in the bible. Fuck has nothing to do with religion. It only became a religious word when
another king started his own religion to allow himself to kill his wives. His old religion frowned on
killing wives. Silly old religion why can’t you kill a wife or two? So he started his own religion. This
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is also a tribute of how certain people can be lead to do things. Fuck is an offensive word not to
religion or God but to the powers of authority that sometimes abuse their power.
About 30% of the people develop blind obedience to authority; it is in their nature to do so. They
become conservative. Some 30% of the people develop total mistrust of authority they become
liberal. The basic foundations of their belief make it impossible to communicate, so they always
argue. There are always enough blindly obeying conservatives to keep even stupid authority
people in power. The middle 30 plus % know we need governmental organization and sometimes
the powers go too far. We need powers of authority but we must have constant vigil and never
trust blindly.

And if you want to express your disdain for authority yell with me FUCK.
The following is from the angel book.
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When David Frost asked me to make a movie about the “Story Of” a rock and roll band called Fuck,
I jumped at the chance. But only if I could play one of the lead parts and If I could get this story of
FUCK into the movie. We got several good English actors into it and I spent over 3 million dollars
on the project. But my controversial stand on drugs and the story of the insult to authority has
made it impossible to sell the movie. At least so far that is.
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The Incident of Gay Master David
Muso Kokushi once said when the pupil is ready, a master will appear.
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The bond of a student master relationship is a sacred one and the student should call the master
Master. But for a person to push the moniker master elsewhere shows a delusion of grandeur.
In all of the literature Master is used by students who have chosen him. In the case of david he
appears to want to convey that his martial art skills give him a particular spirituality competence
that I don’t see. So it is an insult to the rest of us who do not see him as a master to be asked to
use this term. Stuart Lachs writes the following we paraphrased:
Our fictional master is defined by simplicity, innocence, and lack of self-interest or desire. The
master is said to be a person whose actions flow solely out of compassion for other sentient
beings. He is imputed to possess a timeless and trans-cultural wisdom, the ability to see the truth
behind appearances and to have the prerogative to speak expertly on all subjects. In fact, he is
taken to be last in an unbroken chain of enlightened, unblemished masters reputedly going back
2500 years to the historical Sakyamuni Buddha. But, this portrait can only exist if we ignore the
irritating complexity and contradictions of actual lives and real history. The master, as in this myth
supposedly, is beyond the understanding of ordinary people because he always acts from the
enlightened mind. Unfortunately, they have found the myth without recognizing it for what it is.
What they really have found, all too often, is another story of ordinary, flawed human behavior.
However, imputing qualities and attainments to people that do not really possess them usually
has consequences. These consequences, including psychological, financial and sexual exploitation,
will likely be heightened when the context is one of extreme hierarchy.
It also makes the master into a disingenuous role player, alienated in Peter L. Berger’s sense.
In viewing how this spiritual dynamic plays out in America, please keep in mind that no living
master need ever make claims for his own attainment. Rather, this is done by holding up the great
attainment of his teacher and his teacher’s hallowed line of ancestors. It is never necessary for any
particular master to make claims concerning his/her own level of perfection. The Zen institution
does it for him by repeating the claim in the form of stories, koans, rituals,… An environment is
created that predisposes both students and masters to act in certain ways. In the end, both fall
prey to these fantasies. Paraphrased and excerpted from an article by Stuart Lachs
  Tzu-kung said: “The Master learns it by his warmth and honesty, by politeness, modesty, and
yielding. The way that the Master asks is unlike other men’s asking.”
When david wrote an obit for me it was proof that he does not have the spirituality to be a true
master for spiritual guidance. The incredible backbiting slur against me then also proved that
when he did not step in and defend some truth that there was indeed some kind of non-spiritual
exploitation going on. Namely there was income derived from the sale of an illegal adulteration
of a medical device.
We have given him two official cease and desist notices and a plea for cooperation and it has gone
un- responsive. As Confucius once said; “To guide a land of a thousand chariots, honor business,
be true and sparing, love the people, and time thy claims upon them.” And “The Wise man, on
coming to a country, learns all about the government: he asks what is correct, and he learns how
to be correct”. Jesus said “give unto Caesar the tribute need for Caesar”. This is my base dictum
to always be correct and very straightforward in all things, our friend david appears to consider
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himself above the law.

That's it. It is that simple. All you have to do is advise QA that is OK with you to activate code for
SCIOs that are registered. No it is very very simple just tell anyone who has a problem to openly
step forward and ask me to help, what is wrong with you. I am saying yes, what is the matter with
you. If you want a loving and supportive user group then give them the ability to activate their
code, and then they will have a reason to respect you.

But the Bible says "Do not slander a master to his servant, or he will curse you, and you will pay
for it. Proverbs 30
So when I say anything bad about david his servants hate me for it. For this I apologize, but we
must all now listen closely to be advised on how to proceed and protect yourself. We will give one
more legal plea for cease and desist and cooperation and if there is any way you might be able
help wake up david please try. But it appears that exposure of the truth will be harmful to his ego
for he has stated lies about the system he fears exposure of. So what we are faced with is simple
fear for david’s ego.

Write a letter to us that once you became aware of the illegality of an adulterated software plugin
you stopped its use and also write to david asking for your money back. I doubt you get it but this
is the only way to stop and FDA investigation of you home and or office. These two letters and a
clean computer to show and you will be protected. You will be asked if you sent the letters so send
them. And this should protect you. If you do these two things you will be able to get yourself out
of harm’s way. As for the 2006 activation here is a conversation I had with heiko I am willing to
help anyone heiko in blue desi in black
Ok we are not going to continue playing this game. You either meant what you said and would help
all practitioners and activate old code. I will help ALL practitioners I mean All practitioners with the
best personal attention to each case, As I have said I would, this is the best way to help anyone, if
any will explain to me their device history, play ethically, tell me what operative system they use,
and openly communicate with me their request for activation of whatever they need including
the 2006 will be honored on an individual basis, as of yet after over a month of hearing about this
none have stepped forward. Of course I mean what I say I am a very ethical and straightforward
person with impeccable honor.
You simply can tell Quantum Alliance it is fine to activate old code for registered practitioners.
There is no legal issue if they were delivered before the import alert. I cannot do that QA has been
given a cease and desist for legal reasons and they are men of honor and won't disobey it
That's the way the system was and that's the way to do it. If you aren't ready to do that it just
proves that this is all meaningless rhetoric and you still are not responding to the request that
97% of the users want the ability to have their code activated by calling support. Just like they
were told when they bought them.
I am willing to help any who need help. I have told you this five times now and still you resist.
and your slur of me is not only offensive is malicious as I have said if any will step forward and
communicate with me directly I will help them. It appears you have an ulterior motive for this
2006 version.
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What lie do you infer. I have not told a lie about anything. I will turn on the lights and help any who
ask for help and the truth is none are asking me for help. You would not know what truth was if it
bit you on the ass. It seems you are the one who is lying or a least hiding something.
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If the cease and deist is unheeded, we are required by law to inform the FDA authorities. They will
then launch an investigation into the illegal pluginn adulteration. This would take about 6 months
or more to organize but it must be done. They could confiscate any device with the plugin and in
their investigation they could impound anything else they find suspicious. To stop this first update
your software in your main computer, and keep the plugin in another. If you find it valuable send
it to me for me to integrate it into the device legally. I would be happy to do so. I have tried to get
david to work with me and maybe one of you could do what he is unwilling to do.

This slur of me after my reply is ludicrous and malicious, I must act within the law and with honor.
You ask me to not be honorable. If you won't do that, then the light of truth shines on your lie,
and I won't keep engaging you.
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There are Basic Modules of Human Instinctual Innate
Morality - The incredible Bio-Diversity of Humans
People have human instincts in several areas. But there is incredible biodiversity in the amount
of these instincts people have. People vary. There are extremists on both poles of every issue
of morality. Some are excessively free, some are excessively controlled. People develop a level
of morality in each of the following moral topics. The choice of level they choose comes from a
mixture of nature and nurture. So there is an inborn tendency towards a preference and of course
we are taught ways of being from our parents and others.
Everybody has inborn innate instincts in these areas:
1. To Care for self and others / not Harm self or others
3. Loyalty to Tribes -- (Innate need to cheer for the Home team or to belong to the home team,
national pride)
4. Respect for Authority-- (taught to obey our parents, we then need to have a set of rules and a
set of authorities to enforce these rules)
5. Purity -- (we all have some respect for and we are endeared to Purity, Innocence, Modesty,
and Virtue versus risk takers, provocative people, exhibitionists, rebellious daredevils, or over
sexed maniacs )
6. Juxtaposition - Laughter, Genius, a need for an altered state of consciousness or a release from
the standard
(Laughter is a way to see someone downgraded and release tension. The
best sign of mental health is to be able to laugh at one’s self. Laughter and Genius are just
ways to see things differently. There is a need to be able to sometimes shift consciousness.
Everyone can laugh and juxtaposition some do it quite often and are funny people others do
it quite un-often are we call them sticks in the mud)
7. Fear versus Vision— Some people are afraid of loss or failure more than others they fear loss
and seek to minimize risk. Others are bolder and they fear mediocrity, they try to maximize
gain. Often the fearful ones are afraid of big personalities that do too many things. Motivation
determines perception. And the fearful cannot see risky behaviors that the bold engage in
every day. Albert Einstein said that great spirits get incredible resistance from mediocre minds.
This might be what he was talking about.
8. Optimistic versus Pessimistic
About half of the population genetically makes enough or more serotonin than needed and they
can see the glass as half full. The other half genetically does not make enough serotonin and
they see the glass as half empty. This means that in any given political issue there are about fifty
percent in favor and fifty percent opposed. There is a biological base for those who tend towards
depression or those who tend towards mania. But also there is learned behavior and conditioning
to be reckoned with.
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2. Right vs. Wrong- (do not cause suffering to others)

All except psychopaths agree on 1+2, liberals more on 1+2 while much less on 3,4+5. Conservatives
more on 3,4,5. Liberals develop little respect for respect for authority and purity. They tend to
always feel that the authorities are wrong. This is a mistake. A compassion professional authority
is needed. Conservatives have excess respect for authority and purity. Conservatives have a hard
time believing that the authorities could be corrupt. Sometimes they follow the authorities of
their tribe blindly. Liberals and conservatives often differ on point 7.
Liberals like laughter especially at the expense of the authority figure. Conservatives have less of a
sense of humor, especially at the expense of the authority figure. All of this points to the fact that
there is a great amount of bio-diversity in humans. This gives us all kinds.
Some humans are born with no level of morals; some are made into a deficiency by the pains of
life. These immoral people are the psychopaths governed by their reptilian brains. When such a
person can mask his lack of compassion well enough to be elected then our society is in trouble,
but conservatives will support him anyway.
What has happened is that there is truly a compassionate professional competent authority. So
the liberals need to gain respect, while always keeping an eye on the authorities. Conservatives
must all agree that vigil is always needed to manage the authorities. However there is a corruption
of a few from greed, anger, arrogance or delusion of false beliefs that has indeed compromised the
authorities. Liberals and conservative must join to end the corruption and expose the psychopaths.
Behind it all is the problem of mankind
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In the Mid East the fear of overt sexuality having deleterious effects on men is controlled by
covering up the women. Her sexuality is a danger and a distraction so they cover it up and remove
it from sight. To us it seems over reactive but to them a way of life. Women are often mutilated
and their clitoris removed or disfigured to stop them from wanting sex and prevent the risk of
hurting a man. This is an extreme position on topic number 5, Purity.

These eight common moralities of humans are the core of social morality. There is a great amount
of variance in the amount of moral issues we all have. Some people will use these morals against
us. They will manipulate greed, tribal clinging, xenophobia, fear, anger and manipulate our false
beliefs. It is a constant vigil to protect our human rights.
To do any of the above eight task we need to make judgments.
We all need to teach our children how to judge things. They need to be taught what to eat want
not to eat. For the most basic above modalities #1, #2 to live and right versus wrong our children
must be taught to judge. We have to teach our children not to eat off of the floor and just put
anything into the mouth. As they grow older we want them to learn to not be over judgmental.
We try to teach them to be free and make their own choices so they can live free on their own. It
is a balance point of freedom versus conformity. Everyone has their own line of taste.
We need to teach them to judge things. We all have an inbuilt sense of purity and we try to
cultivate it in our children. The instinct of virtue, purity covered #5 is of importance to protect our
children. We teach them about being sexually pure to get and keep a good mate and increase the
chances of happiness.
We try to teach them not to go away with strangers. We try to teach them how to pick good
friends not bad ones. We try to instill good values and good family values. They should learn to
love their neighbor as themselves, and the golden rule. Do not unto others what you do not want
done to you. And first they need to love themselves and this is very often overlooked. Everything
is a balance act. Too much or too little is a problem. As Benjamin Franklin once said “moderation
in all things” and the Buddha said take the middle path.
We are all sexual beings and many like Freud said that our sexuality is the guiding factor. I don’t
believe it is the top factor but it is in the top five or at least the top ten for most of us.
We try to teach our female children to not be too sexual. We tell them the dangers of how a bad
reputation will harm their chances of finding a mate. We scare them with the reality of sexually
transmitted disease. As their sexuality blossoms we are terrified with the risks of going too far.
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The opposite extreme is promiscuity. Too open sexuality creates many dangers for individuality
and for our society. God destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for being too extreme in this area. And
until today anal sex is called Sodomy. Balance and moderation are the keys. Younger and younger
children are having sex and our society is pushing to the limits of extreme again.

Sexuality is a key basis for human existence. We need to feel sexual and free while balancing good
taste. But taste is a widely variant choice. What is pure and tasteful for people varies outrageously.
Everyone tries to impose their levels of taste onto others and this can create yet another problem.
We all are given Programmed Inhibition. We have to be programmed with inhibitions to protect
us. Our parents, teachers and even our friends all program us with when to stop. Some of us
are liberal daredevils, exhibitionists, masochistic, and rebellious crazies. While some of us are
conservative, dull, pedantic, unadventurous timid, safe seeking prudes. It takes all kinds as we say.
Most of the problems come from extremist on either side thinking that their way is the right way
and why can’t everyone be like them. Some people get mad and express it.
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Everyone has the right to be what they want to be. This is what we call a free society. Everyone
has the right of expression to criticize others and try to get others to see their side. Our society
draws the line at hurting people. We should not do things too extreme and we should never put
another at risk or cause undo suffering. Sexual paintings or provocative art should not be pushed
onto people but the factors of free choice are to be considered. So our society recognizes that it
cannot get rid of or dismiss porn but it should be available to adults who consent to its use.
So with this in mind my books on health and life that have excessive nudity and provocative
sexuality will be marked so for freedom of choice and an alternative book made when possible.
The programmed inhibitions our parents teach us are almost always excessively reserved. Our
parent over teach to protect us, but then we gradually soften our inhibitions with the help of our
friends and we grow up. Until we can get over Programmed Inhibition about sexuality instilled
at an early age we do not really grow up. Life is broadening and challenging beliefs and finding
out that some of our beliefs are false. False beliefs need changing. It is a false belief that your
sexual identity is best chosen by your penis or lack of it. Your sexual identity is a choice made in
the brain. A choice best made after the age of 20. The brain has two parts of right and left and
the corpus callosum that connects them is the largest set of nerve fibers in the body. It does not
fully myleinate or become totally functional till you are past 20. Till then you cannot completely
know yourself and should not make a life choice of sexual ID or of life Vocation. And still either is
a choice that can change throughout life. Small minds hate choice. Larger minds encourage and
defend choice.
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Others are meek and timid.

Some people fear numbers, some fear words. There is incredible variance in people. Numbers
are needed to solve problems and to perform logic. Most alternative practitioners fear numbers.
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Extremism is the problem. We need to be considerate of others and work together.
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sexual insecure person on the street could see them. In a book, if you don’t like it you put it down.
Most places have restraints on the public but not in books. Pornography is defined as:
The representation in books, magazines, photographs, films, and other media of scenes of sexual
behavior that are erotic or lewd and are designed to arouse sexual interest. There are many grey
areas. The material that clearly is sexually explicit in many contexts today: in particular, is audio,
written or visual representations of sexual acts (e.g., sexual intercourse, oral sex) and exposed
body parts (e.g., the vagina, anus and penis-especially the erect penis).

When I say together I mean to work for the better good.
The law in Ontario, Canada last year was changed to allow topless in public.
The rational was why can a man show his nipples and not a women , if people are looking a Bill
what is the problem for a man to show his nipples , if they see Desire' it is art and camp. A man’s
nipples are just as erogenous as a woman’s.
Nipple fear is a sexist discrimination and maltreatment of women. The public fear about them is
that a sexually insecure person or the mentally unstable person would not know how to handle
them and might lose control. So they should not be shown in public where a mentally unstable or
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Obscenity is defined best by the legal Roth test for obscenity is "whether to the average person,
applying contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the material taken as a
whole appeals to a prurient [lewd or lustful] interest. Since now by law it is illegal to discriminate
against people for their sexual orientation, it is illegal to apply a standard to a transsexual
different from a woman."
The law in California says that you cannot show your nipples in public, I do not do this, I always
obey the law. But in a text book on a subject involving biology or art it is allowed, the Book shop is
full of art books with nipples, full of photo models in sexy pose, all sold in the book stores freely.
Statues of the Bible King David show his dick. Greek and Roman statues show nipples, and nobody
freaks , unless you are really mentally unstable and sexually insecure.
How do you know someone is sexually insecure?
Well you can't ask them, they don't know they have a problem. The problem of sexual insecurity
is always unconscious.
There is a key way to find out.
If they freak out about my pictures then they are sexually insecure and mentally unstable at some
level that they themselves do not perceive. It is a test. It is not the purpose of the my pictures to
illicit sexual interest but to illicit thinking and to provoke thought.
My books are designed to free the mind and get people to confront their own key issues,
The clinging to false beliefs, it is a false belief that there is a law prohibiting my nipples from being
in a book. The level of uncomfortableness the pictures generate is correlated to the level of sexual
insecurity. The more sexually insecure the person the more uncomfortable they feel.
The sexual secure mind is mildly entertained and aroused to a state of higher learning and memory
retention. A repressed mind cannot grow to maturity, it is held back by fear and false beliefs. Sexual
insecurity blocks growth and diverts and distracts the intellect. Till people overcome their inner
fears and become less judgmental they cannot reach their true intellectual capacity. My new book
on super-learning addresses this issue.
You just gave me a good idea; I will make all of my books into two issues. One for the mentally
competent adult mind and one for the sexually insecure and mentally irregular people.
This way people could choose if they can handle the sight of my nipples or not. I believe in freedom
of choice and I believe in mental and spiritual growth. This way there is both worlds.
I am a leader in the ways of freedom, truth and the growth of intellect. How can I be a leader on
these topics and hide and lie and not be free. By being provocative I get people to think. You ask
why I am not concerned with other people ideas.
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It is more important to be concerned with how you see yourself and less concerned with how
others see you. You must have a balance, but slightly more about how you see yourself.
If you go through life worrying more about how others see you than how you see yourself, then
you will have great trouble and sorrow.

You write that no celebrity ever goes topless. When I type in topless celebrities into Google a long
list of most everyone comes up.
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/230396/madonna_x/
http://www.ministryofskin.com/
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What I do is because as a 60 yr old fat man who has found new life as a super-model, TV and movie
star, and niteclub entertainer, I am an example of freedom. I am not a role model. In fact I do not
want others to be like me. If my daughter age 26 did this I would sit her down and talk to her. My
son of 12 and I talk about this all of the time. I tell them this is a personal choice I made after the
age of 45. After I became the boss and did not have to answer to anyone. And still I discourage
them from being flamboyant. They give me unconditional support and unconditional love. They
respect my choice and defend my choice. If they chose to be flamboyant I would talk to them
consult with them try to tell them not to because if you do sexually insecure persons will write
you on the internet and harass you. But whatever they chose I will support, defend, and love them
unconditionally. I would never deprive them of support, understanding or love.

She markets a drugless electrical device and the internet abounds with her nude photos.
A friend of mine works with the Life wave system and when I asked him how they deal with
comments about her naked photos he said advertisement is advertisement, press is press. We
simply say what does her private life have to do with the device see how well it works. Then they
sell them. He said truth is truth. If you hide it people sense you’re hiding something and they don’t
buy.
The difference with our organization is stupid whiny assholes run and hide and avoid the truth.
They cower in fear and they want to hide and twist. People sense it and they don’t buy.
In light of our discussion I will make everybody happy.
I will make all of my books in two types one for mature adults and one for the children and the
FEEBLE minded. You know the stupid, quivering in fear, asinine. Idiots that criticize and condemn
everyone, but at home parade around in garters and nipple open bras. There was an ex-president
of Lithuania who was one of the most ardent persecutors of homosexuals ever to live.
Arthur my friend tells me of horror stories of his persecution of gays. He was found dead last
month at home wearing stiletto high heels, fish net hose, garters, and a negligee. The hypocrite
was masturbating and had a heart attack. J. Edgar Hoover the founder of the FBI was a cross
dresser. A man who rose to power by attacking gays was secretly dealing with repressed energy.
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History is full of such examples of repressed hypocrites attacking others to divert attention from
their own feelings.

better by trying to take others down. Our vigil against such attacks must be constantly ready to
openly and honestly get to the bottom of every concern and to bring such concerns into the
daylight for people to see. But when the concerns of the device are from the fear of my tits, then
our vigil must be able to see the troubled repressed sexual insecure person behind the comments
and to help him to grow and get the help he truly needs.

Yes the FEEBLE minded books would give people a choice, but there is a problem. There are
people with such incredible sexual insecurity that they will not just want a choice. There are stupid
hypocritical bigoted extremist who do not want a choice they will not want any such books to ever
exist. These disgusting bigots, these disturbing pedantic prudes, these sexually insecure feeble
minded judgmental fools, will want to stop growth and freedom at every level.

The idea is that any photo does not affect the device

So intense is their sexual insecurity, so extremely powerful their fear of themselves confronting
something that could trigger them to face their own issues that these nauseating sickos want to
control everything. They fear freedom like snails fear salt. They are frightened by anyone who has
a great spirit and has transcended past stupid social rules. The fact that there even is one chick
with a dick makes it impossible for them to sleep. Their own insecurity drives them to writhe and
twist, to lie and trick, they will do anything rather than deal with their own problems.

We cannot let such feeble minded petty immature people control us. These insecure people feel
compelled to be in control and they are the ones who take the jobs in the regulatory industry.
They tell everyone around them what to do and when to do it. You all know such immature control
freaks. They seek power over others to compensate for the lack of power over themselves. They
fear freedom of choice. They fear freedom. They want everyone to suffer like they do and everyone
to conform to their ways of tormented anguish.
Here is the problem we have let these people attempt to take control of our businesses. Every time
you struggle with freedom you let these people come closer to the control and the destruction
of what is a powerful help for our society. We must be constant in our vigil for truth and honor.
We must never give in the small feeble minds. We must deal with them with what they fear most.
They fear freedom, they fear truth, they fear exposure in any fashion. They fear a conference call
to make their silly accusations to my face. The mere thought of talking to me makes a puddle in
their seat. To help them we must expose all and tell the truth even when it is slightly provocative.
Lying in the tiniest detail or hiding a comma is not the way forward. The way forward is open
hearted truth.
I will make two books for mature people and for the FEEBLE minded. For the feeble minded people
I will cover up my nipples. And if that does not satisfy you well for the first time ask yourself why
you don’t like people to be free. This won’t end it for these small minded tortured latent repressed
sexual insecure people can never face themselves. They will always backbite, slander, and try to
pull down great spirits.
They will perpetually wince and use petty smears and slurs with all of the backstabbing machinations
the mind can develop to avoid making themselves better when they think they make themselves
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Judging the teacher does not destroy the teaching
The idea is so what she has tits, What's the point
The Idea is that you will quickly defend, protect and explain Suzzane Somers
But you only attack and criticize me
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These sick twisted prejudice souls can’t see their own problem of repressed sexual identity so
they focus on the ones they see. We cannot let them determine our actions. This is what they
want to control us by writing stupid e-mails, diverting attention from truth, writing obituaries for
people they could not hope or aspire to ever be like. These are little petty minds. If they stood on
top of the highest mountain they would still be too little to touch the boots of a great spirit. You
know the types that just can’t let go of the fact that my tits have nothing to do with the quantum
biofeedback device.

Shooting the messenger does not destroy the message,
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Americans Live in Fear of Humiliation
In America the number one fear is not of death but of public speaking or of being humiliated.
Irrational and illogical fears abound. Homophobia is an irrational fear. What are you afraid of?
Answer only humiliation, you are afraid people will think you are homosexual if you talk to one.
For many Homophobia is more important than anything. The fear they have over being associated
and thus humiliated is greater than any other emotion. For some men you could put gasoline on
their children. Ask them to carry a woman’s purse on the street or you will light the kids on fire
and for some men the irrational inane rear of homophobia and humiliation they associate with it
and some men will say goodbye kids. The fear is not homophobia. The homosexual will not hurt
you or pillage your village. Perhaps he will redecorate your village but not hurt you.

There is the belief that homosexual are less in some way than others. The intellectual people have
seen that this is not true, and laws have been past to stop the hurtful discrimination. Laws are
designed to end this foolishness. But the false belief that homosexuals are inferior persists, when
just the opposite is true. Some of the most productive and important people in the history of our
world and today have differing sexual ideation. Julius Cesar, Leonardo Da Vinci, J Edgar Hoover and
millions more are all known cross dressers and have differing sexual ideation. In fact studies have
shown the homosexuals are more law abiding, more fruitful at work, smarter, healthier, cleaner,
and make more productive citizens than quote heterosexuals. There is no evidence that they are
less in any way. It is a false belief that they are less.
Seven to ten % of our population is born left handed. It just happens. The choice of your handedness
takes place in your brain not your hand. We call this cross dominance preference of handedness.
Long ago our society killed left handed people. They were different. There are many colloquial
terms used to refer to a left-handed person, e.g. "southpaw" or "goofy" (USA). Some are just
slang or jargon words, while other references may be offensive or demeaning, either in context
or in origin (e.g. the British "cack-handed" meaning you wipe your ass with the left hand not eat
with it). In more technical contexts, 'sinistral or sinister' may be used in place of 'left-handed' and
'sinistrality' in place of 'left-handedness'. Both of these technical terms derive from sinestra, a
Latin word meaning 'left'. Left hand shakes are a sign of disrespect because in the old days this was
the hand used to wipe your ass with. There are 10 places in the Bible where they demean the left
handed. Being different is not evil. The invention of toilet paper helped to put an end to the false
belief that left handed people are bad. Toilet paper, soap and water and sanitation helped to stop
the diseases from the anus. And society went on to limit the false belief that the cross difference
people are bad. Anti-discrimination laws got past.
Seven to ten % of our population is born with cross gender ideas. It just happens. The choice
of your sexual identity takes place in your brain not your penis or lack of one. We call this cross
dominance preference of sexual identity.
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The fear is being humiliated by someone thinking you are homosexual. Thus sexual insecurity,
discrimination, illegal bias, false beliefs become a way of life.

Today some parts of our society still our society kills cross gender ideation people. They were
different. The choice of your sexual identity takes place in your brain not your genitals. The
invention of condoms helped to put an end to the false belief that left handed people are bad.
Condoms, soap and water and sanitation helped to stop the diseases from the anus. And society
went on to limit the false belief that the cross difference people are bad.
Seven to ten % of our population is born with cross gender ideas but only 2% live it. The fear of
humiliation drives over 5% of our society to repress and suppress their feelings and their true
nature. The 2% that live it are still hated and feared by most of our society. But the over 5% that
repress their feelings will hate the homosexual the most. They will be violently angry at any display
and they will seek to end any and all such displays with even violence. The sexual insecurity of the
society is at excessive levels. At the core is the fear of humiliation of being different. Antiquated
social views on homosexuality are taught everyday in the schools. Not in the classroom, but in
the schoolyard. Here homophobia is at its height. And in America children are tortured physically,
mentally, emotionally to levels rivaling the holocaust. An everyday event that makes children
homophobic and unable to deal with their own feelings. Children forced into choices that limit
their mental development forever. Fear, confusion, distrust, apprehension, anxiety, pressure to
conform, trepidation, suspicions, violence, rejection all driven deep into our children daily.
These children grow up with confusion, distrust, apprehension, anxiety, pressure to conform,
trepidation, suspicions, violence, rejection and irrational fear all driven deep into their hearts.
This is to such an extent that there is nothing more important than defending sexual insecurity
and homophobia. Sexual insecurity increases susceptibility to peer pressure. To prove they belong
to a group the children will do things they know they shouldn’t, such as smoking. Nobody takes a
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Smoking is an intelligence test and a test of emotional insecurity.
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first cigarette without the body trying to tell you not to. The body says no by coughing, sneezing,
distaste, wincing. But the insecure person’s insecurity makes them conform. Smokers will not
want to accept the truth that insecurity led them to smoke, but it is 99.999% true. Emotional
insecurity, immaturity and stupidity all are the cause of smoking.
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(This article appeared in
a Hungarian Journal on
Alternative medicine in
1997.) - written by Nagy
Rosa
On a gray early winter’s day in Ohio
USA, a drama of a struggle for life unfolded
some thirty years ago. In Mill Creek Park in
Youngstown Ohio there is Lake Glacier. A
beautiful spot in all seasons, but on this day
the lake was starting to develop its’ white icy
cover for the winter.
The ice was thin this day and a group of
dogs were playing on the ice. The largest dog
was a young strong Great Dane. His weight
was too much for the thin ice to support.
The Dane had fallen through the ice and was
struggling in the icy cold water. A crowd of
people was building on the shore to watch
the struggle for life. No one in the crowd
dared to step out on the ice for the Dane was
200 metres from shore and the ice could not
support anyone attempting to get close.
Anxiety built in the observers as they
watched the young dog struggle to survive.
Strength drained from the dog as the cold
water sapped the Danes’ life energy. Fear,
hesitation, and sadness filled the minds of the
people on the shore. Then a car door opened
next to the lake and down the hill ran a young
man. Fully clothed he ran out on to the ice and
raced towards the dog.
The ice groaned and cracked. Getting to
within 25 yards of the Dane the ice gave way
totally and the young man dropped into the icy
water. The crowd gasped as he disappeared
under the water. Silence seemed to last for
hours, but a cheer went up as the man surfaced
next to the dog. Using his weight, arms, and

Then pushing the dog to safety, the man
struggled for a few more yards till he could be
free of the icy water. The crowd cheered as the
Dane shook of the water. The people rushed to
the dog and petted him. The dog then ran off
to the north while the young man got into his
car and drove off to the south. The crowd’s
attention was focussed on the dog as they both
left. No one in the crowd knew the young
man’s name.

Most said it was impssible
In 1970 three men on their way to
the moon had difficulty. The two separate
navigation systems had to be altered to do
functions that they were not designed for.
Someone had to have the vision and skills to
calculate the mathematics for the navigation
system. Most said it was impossible. One
man said nothing is impossible. This man
successfully reprogrammed the gyros. The
three men landed safely.
No one had ever registered an alternative
medical device for electro acupuncture. Most
said it was impossible. In 1989 one man was
able to register such a device for medical use.
The device was then registered in Hungary and
Europe when others said it was impossible.
In 1976 in America a law was passed
that required all things used in health care to be
registered with the FDA. All items in use before
1976 were grand fathered in as registered.
Acupuncture needles were purposely left
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off of this list. The small medical minds of
the modern medical community could not
understand acupuncture and thus they illegally
rejected them as medical instruments. The
way was clear to confront this injustice, but
everyone knew that the FDA would attack
anyone who stood against them.

One man...

willpower the young man struggled to break
the ice and carve a path to the safety of the
shore. But the cold water started to sap his
strength as well, when miraculously the Dane
sensing the taste of life regained strength and
started to support the young man. Frozen
watching this drama of life unfold the people
watched as together the dog and his saviour
fought through the ice and water till the man
could stand.
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Appreciation

One man saw the illegality of their action
and took a case against the FDA. The FDA
was infuriated and a FDA agent promised to
find something to attack this man. This led to
an indictment and an arrest. This was the only
way to stop the registration of the acupuncture
needles.
In Federal court in Denver in 1996
judge Match remarked that there appeared
to be something wrong with the charges. As
he reviewed the case He remarked that there
appears to be no crime. The FDA dropped
their case. One week later the acupuncture
needles were accepted as real medical devices.
The truth had triumphed over oppression.
In 1996 there was a need for an
affordable computerised bioresonance device.
A device that would operate at millisec speeds,
be autofocusing, have real homeopathics in
it, have extensive data processing skills, and
be easy to buy and use. There was one big
problem no one would program the computer
at moderate expense. No one had the computer
skills, a medical background, and skills in
quantum theory, fractal dynamics, subspace
theory, an electrical engineering background
and the determinism to complete the project.
One man had most of these skills but was
not a competent programmer. They said it was
impossible to learn programming and program
such a device in a short time. Professional
estimates were that 5 programmer would need
2 years to complete such a project. This one
man learned programming in one month and
one year later the 50 meg program was done,
registered and in medical use all over the
world.

Under communism homeopathy was
illegal. With the demise of the communist
regime each new country developed new laws
for alternative medicine. Hungary said that no
medical art was legal unless it was taught in
some medical college. Many homeopaths tried
to get their classes accepted by the medical
establishment. All were rejected as being not
medical in presentation. Most said it was
impossible. But one person said nothing is
impossible. Some things are hard to do. In 1996
the postgraduate medical college approved
one man to teach a course in homeopathy.
Now homeopathy is legal in Hungary, thanks
to the efforts of one.
They said that only Hollywood could
make successful and entertaining movies.
They said it was impossible to make a major
motion picture for less than $100,000. They
said that it was impossible to expose the story
of the greed and criminal action about the drug
companies. They said that powers would stop
such a story from being told. One person said
it’s time for a change, it’s time for someone to
make a stand.
All of these stories are of one person. A
person with over 2000 homeopathic registered
in America, a US patent in homeopathy, three
Irish patents, licensed to practice medicine,
and a teacher who has lectured all over the
world on alternative medicine. Few have
done more for natural medicine, than this true
genius. And now it is time to thank our friend
William Nelson / Desiré Dubounet for the
energy, work and resolve.
When you raise your children and you
want to tell them that one person can make a
difference, tell them about Bill/ Desiré. Bill/
Desiré has shown the world that one man can.
The man who left America to find freedom who
is no longer a man deserves your appreciation.
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These are the certificate related qualifications of most of my life. These are at least the ones I
remember best.
Many of these have been lost in moving and in divorcing some of my Five wives. I have seen little
reason to bother in replacing them and less reason to satisfy the small petty minds of persons
motivated to find fault in others.
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Here is a brief list of my credentials
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The certificates I still have are in a folder. If there is any difficulty verifying any of these please call.
But petty small minded people with negative agendas, often are only interested in slanderous lies,
not truth. Due diligence and open honesty would be a more professional manner.

•
•
•

But the picayune mediocre minds are not professional. It is always amazing that one person
with an open mind can read this list and be astounded, and another will find one or two simple
discretionary misunderstandings and be dissuaded. In other words people find what they want
to find not what is there. But for the exercise of due diligence, I print this record of the partial
pathway and just the certificate record of my life. Belief me my life is far more incredible than this
list.

•
•
•

Ultimately the experience of education is an internal one not an external one. As such a person
learns where ever they are. This list is just a historical documentation of the travels of my mind
and a record of stops along the way. It is not very important for intellect people who go thru life
judging teachings not the teacher.

My path was dramatically less traditional than most. Some of the Institutions have closed or were
pressured to renig me reputation. I am not aware of most of these slanderous efforts. As I become
aware they are removed from the list. The most important legal validation will come from my Ohio
license and the IMUNE credentials, call if there is any difficulty finding validation of anything.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1957 built a radio to listen to Sputnik
1962 Wrote the front cover page article on the John Glen historic first orbit of the Earth for
the Girard Daily paper
(My High school career was so full of plaudits and awards that it is too much to remember,
these are but a few.)
1967 AAU MEET Cleveland, Ohio – gymnastics, Pommel Horse
1968 unofficial alternate in the Mexico City Olympics.
1968 top science and engineering award Ohio Science Organization
1969 Senior Class President Class of 1969 Girard High School
1969 Mensa member Youngstown Ohio
GMI (General Motors Institute) Flint, Mich.–
• Electrical. Eng. Associate 1971
AC Electronics, Milwaukee, Wisc. certif for helping with the Apollo project
YSU ( Youngstown State University),
• BS in Psychology,
• MS In Counseling Psychology
YSU ( Youngstown State University),
Instructor in Mathematics, Business Math, Psychology, ParaPsychology, Meditation and
Mysticism,
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But for the small minds that value paper over people, I publish this list with pride and dismay
at it’s length. If there is any concern what so ever please call and we can have an anal retentive
conversation about the items. A discussion of history and a recollection of the path of my life, but
this path in no way validates my persona. They validate the path. The books, the articles the ideas
come from me not the path. To validate me you should encounter me, my books movies, music
might offer you the only way.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WYTV CoHost of “Good Morning Youngstown”
NEOUCOM (North Eastern Ohio Univ. College of Medicine, affiliate of YSU) Rootstown, Ohio
• community medical technology
SouthEastern University, New Orleans, Louisiana (Since Closed credits transferred to IMUNE)
• D.Sc Doctorate of Science Psychology Counseling– 1981
Cleveland School Of Mechano -Therapy, (Since Closed credits transferred to IMUNE)
• Doctorate of Mechano-Therapy 1983, Ohio has since retired the Mechano Therapy License
The Clayton School of Natural Healing Birmingham, Alabama – Dr. of Naturopathy – 1984
• ND Naturopathic Doctorate
Occidental Institute Research Foundation British Columbia Canada
• Masters In Acupuncture 1983
American Association Of Professional Hypnotherapists
• Registered Porfessional Hypnotherapist
Occidental Institute Research Foundation British Columbia Canada – (Since Closed credits
transferred to IMUNE)
• Research Associate – 1984
National Academy of Research Biochemists member 1984
Karachi Pakistan All Female Homeopathic Medical University
• Honorary Doctorate in Homeopathy 1986
British West Indies College of Medicine Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
• Doctorate in Homeopathy
Developed New Vistas Homeopathic company in OHIO, Colorado, Ireland
Betty Martain Medical Contest- Hollywood, Florida – Best cardiologists – award 1987
Einstein award For Intellectual Achievement 1987
American Board of Medical Psychotherapists
• Fellow and Diplomate 1987
Beethoven award for Creativity 1988
International Academy of Behavioral Medicine Counseling and Psychotherapy
• Diplomate in Behavioral Medicine 1989
International Academy of Behavioral Medicine Counseling and Psychotherapy
• Diplomate in Professional Psychtherapy 1989
The Society of the Knights of Templar – Membership Certificate – 1989
Lafayette University 1989 (Since Closed credits transferred to IMUNE)
• International Law Doctorate in International Jurisprudence
Lafayette University 1989 (Since Closed credits transferred to IMUNE)
• Doctorate in Science
International Society of Mercian Wellness Practitioners Ecclesiastical License – 1991
Notre Dame de Lafayette University 1993 (Since Closed credits transferred to IMUNE)
• Doctor of Canon Laws Honor Causa
President of the American Sport Natural Medicine Federation 1990-1992
President of the American Nutri-Medicine Association 1990-1992
Aksem-Holistic Oriental Medicinal Education School Manila, Philipines
• Doctorate of Nutrimedicine
National Board for Certified Counselors
• NCC National Certified Counselor
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State of Ohio
• (Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor(LPCC)) E-1504 license since retired
International Medical University of Natural Education – MD Doctorate of Medicine – 1996
International Medical University of Natural Education – International License in Medicine –
1996
International Medical University of Natural Education – International License in Medical
Biofeedback – 1996
International Medical University of Natural Education – International Licensate in Medical
Naturopathy – 1998
AABQT (Academy of Applied Bio-Quantum Technology)– Rio Rancho, New Mexico (Since
Closed credits transferred to IMUNE)
• PHD Quantum Biology
• Doctorate of Wellness Counseling
International Society of Mercian Wellness Practitioners Ecclesiastical License - Licensed
Mercian Health Care Practitioner – 1991
IUVDT World STD-AIDS Congress 1995, Singapore – Certificate of Attendance and presentation
of papers
The American Association of Nutritional Consultants – Professional Member – 1989
International Biographical Institute Woman of the Year 2001
College of Practical Homeopathy, London, England 1999
• Registered Licensed Homeopath
Hollywood Underground Film Festival 2001 Honorable mention “Dracu”
Provider of Information Contract with Eclosion
Associate of the Transylvania Quantum Medical Integration Society 2003
Associate of the Society of Romanian Acupuncture 2003
Budapest Night Life: Best Voice of the Night 2004-5-6
Pan European Ffilm Festival –
• Best movie 2004 " The Greatest Sin "
• Best director 2004 "The Greatest Sin"
• Best movie 2005 " Healer"
• Best director, Best movie 2006 "Ver a Vizben"
Lajoyja Film Festival 2007 Top Accolade Award for "The War Crimes Trial of Harry S Truman"
PS Film International Oscar Best Picture Extreme "Dr. Desi and the Sex Phantasy Machine"
PS Film International Oscar Best Picture "Paprika Western"
PS Film International Oscar Best Picture "Redemption"
IMUNE (International Medical University of Natural Education) licenses
Board Certified In
behavioral medicine, hypno therapy, corporate wellness, Neuro-Lingustic Programing,
Naturopathy
Professor of Homeopathy College of Practical Homeopathy, London, England……1995---2001.
Professor of Homeopathy and Energetic Medicine Post Graduate Department, Semmilvise
University, Budapest, Hungary 1995--2001….
Professor of Royal College of Homeopathy …Tokyo,.Japan 1994 till present
Professor Emeritus of Medicine - IMUNE Romania from 1999 til present
American Biographical Institute – Man of the Year – 1991
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•

California Naturopathic Medical Association – Oakland, California – membership cert. – 1993
California Naturopathic Licensate, 1993, since retired

•

Department of Education - The Mercian Orthodox Catholic Church – Certificate of Appointment
and Academic Assignment Professor of Medicine – 1992

•

List of Patents and Trade marks

•

•

USA Homeopathic Manufacturing, Irish patents, QQC

•

Trivector, QQC, Xrroid , TVEP patent pending

The Examining Board of Natural Medicine Practitioners, North America –
•

•

Dr. of Natural Medicine – 2004

World Organization of Natural Medicine Practitioners –
•
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•

Dr. of Energetic Medicine – 2004

•

Fundacio De Biofisica Aplicada – Membro Honorifico – 2006 – Madrid

•

IMUNE - Dr. of Homeopathy – 2006

•

IMUNE Dr. of Energetic Medicine – 2006

•

World Organization of Natural Medicine – Outstanding Person of 20th Century – 2006

•

World Organization of Natural Medicine – Certificate of Participation – 2006

•

World Organization of Natural Medicine – Leading Intellectual of the World – 2006

•

Dancing Queen Award (Csardaskiralyno) Award at the same sex dancing world championship
Budapest, 2006

•

Hostess of the Mr. Gay Hungary 2007

•

Hostess of the Mr. Gay Europe 2007

•

Hostess of the Mr. Gay Hungary 2008

•

Hostess of the Mr. Gay Europe 2008

•

Universitatea de Medicina si Farmacie Victor Babes Timisoara, Romania - Certificate of Medical
Professor– 2008

see list of books, medical journals, films, TV channels, Radio channels, music etc.
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Even when I brought the Apollo 13 astronauts back, I was Desiré inside. Funny how none of them
refused my help, but of course they were intelligent men.
Lastly, all of our perception is thru an internal review of an external event. We cannot perceive
anything directly. All perception takes place in the brain. If your own brain is full of negativity
everything you see will have some negativity. At first Every hotel will not be right. Every restaurant
will be not right at first. It will always be a while before you can conquer your negativity and see
things better. Some people will always have negative things to say. It is just their nature. Please
don’t go thru life trying to please everyone. Certain petty people will consume your time and
energy.

Now Why does the SCIO work so well
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QQC vs Test Tray vs Hololinguistics
In 5th grade we were taught we are made up of atoms made of electrons and protons and neutrons.
The electrons in the outer level are so charged they never touch. We are made of electrical fields.
The QQC is a very advanced patented trademarked technology with a CE mark. It measures in a very
sophisticated process the Voltammetric electrical field of any item. If you look up voltammetry in
Google you see thousands of references for a world recognized very scientific chemical process
also referred to a Polography.
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The QQC trivector device passes a changing low level field thru the item and generates a
sophisticated picture of the electrical field of the item. It makes a 22X22X22 3D field that means
over 10,000 separate frequencies to make one pattern. The shark senses these fields and they are
amplified by the salt water. This study leads to the discovery of the electro-sense. Researchers
have found that humans also have such a system but it is weak.
Every item has such a field. Living things have a changing reactive field, non-living things have a
static field non-changing.
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We now know that the electro-sense in humans is the surface of the skin and most concentrated
in the sense of smell.
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So by measuring the Voltammetric electrical field of items and then amplifying the field 10 million
times we get to really measure the patient’s reaction to items, really. I mean for real.
So I spent over 5 million dollars buying and procuring the items in the matrix and testing these
items with a patented registered technology of modern science. This is why the device works so
well, at each treatment from calibration, test etc these QQC signatures are at the heart. This is
90% of the operation at least. Real science, real technology, real legal compliance, real items, real
results, real honesty and integrity. I want the best for all users.
I built the test tray function to get some vector analysis into the box for clients to use their own
remedies. It is weak but has some efficacy but most of it is simple hololinguistic and virtual
intention. But it works at some level and it works better because the real QQC signatures help to
reinforce the action. I stand behind the process but I encourage all to try to use the QQC when you
can and I still do the QQC testing for free on items sent.
Now does anybody understand this? ANYBODY.
There is a problem here in that since I am the only one doing it for real all of the other competitors
must either ignore this or slander me. For once this becomes day to day knowledge they won’t be
able to sell any competitive system.
Now does anybody understand.
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Miscellaneous letters to and from the david harris case of
illegal adulteration of medical software and fraud
Since I wrote the software and I am the one who knows each operation let me respond to this
document on the CCP3.
Ray Foley Document in normal, Desiré response in bold black.

CCP3 Explained by Ray Foley
Here is an explanation of how the Comprehensive Care Pack works with the Clasp 32 software.
First, let me give kudos and gratitude to Professor Nelson for creating this amazing program called
Clasp 32. It has certainly revolutionized many people's health options including mine.
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Thank you
CCP3 is an aftermarket software package that enhances the performance of the SCIO in the same
way that purchasing a state of the art sound system from a retailer like Sound Advice improves
the sound that you experience from factory installed speakers. Of course, the results are more
profound and life-changing than a mere audio upgrade. In researching how the SCIO works, Grand
Master David realized that Professor Nelson's frequencies are very linear and at times harsh with
a one size fits all component.
This is not only inaccurate but it displays a lack of knowledge in bio-electronics. The frequencies
from the device are my frequencies and they are not linear nor does one size fit all. This is an
absurd lie.
They have already admitted to a crime of adulteration of a medical device. Any change must
be properly validated as safe or it is deemed illegal for sale. This is an illegal misbranding claim
already.
Grand Master David's frequencies are multi-plexing and wobbling frequencies that customize to
each individual's needs.
The additions of david have no such aspects at all the software does not operate outside of the
original matrix with any consistency. This is an out an out lie. The use of the words multiplexing
and wobbling are lies properties of my original matrix and are used at each item within the
design each item I add to the matrix is assigned it multiplexing and wobbling properties based
on the QQC trivector test of real items. This patented proprietary system is only used by us.
Items outside the matrix are only words typed into a computer. It can only use the hololinguistic
event I designed and no more consistently. I do not think that any one in david camp understands
these terms correctly.
The main reason why the SCIO works so much more efficiently and powerfully when the
Comprehensive Care Pack is added is due to the specific programming code added to each line.
Each line engages the artificial intelligence component of the Clasp 32 to respond to the specific
feedback it is receiving from the client.
Thank you but this only works inside the original matrix items beyond the limits are not properly
assigned AI intervention, I wrote the code, I wrote the AI intervention
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This eliminates the preconceived notions and beliefs of the practitioner from interfering with the
correct course of action.

one of us. Professor Nelson created a device that taps into the healing ability God put in all of
us. I do things now without the SCIO, that were beyond my imagination 2 years ago; but I still
recognize the value of my computers. I run individuals or groups of people 24/7. There are maybe
6 people in the whole world who really understand Quantum Physics. I am not one of them;
however I successfully utilize the principles every day. I have clients all over North America who
are beneficiaries of God's healing power through this fabulous SCIO technology.

Thank you, but only as I wrote it to do this
e.g. The Rife frequency for blood cleansing is 66.5 and works well for 85% of the people. But
there are times where 66.7 or 65.9 would be more accurate. GMD's program would pick the exact
frequency needed.

Thank you and since I am one of those six people, having written a 1250 page book the first book
on Quantum Biology in 1982, and since I wrote the quantum trinary logic code of the system, I
would appreciate you networking with me to make any additions so we could properly validate
and make full legal any changes. I have never said your additions do not have some value, but
your blatant circumvention of me and ensuing lying and slandering me speaks to ignorance,
fear, prejudice, or simple cowardice. Since your obit of Bill and insinuation about Desiré shows
you do not know me and you must harbor latent homosexual fears inside you that prevent you
from dealing directly with me. Get over it.

Thank you but that is how I wrote the system you are once again taking credit for my work.
Additionally, the line item entries in the CCP3 are mini protocols. By simply activating 1 line of
code you are telling the computer's artificial intelligence to utilize whatever it needs from the
entire Clasp 32 to fulfill the goal.
I'll use this example to illustrate. As a zone manager for QA in Tampa, I became known as a
headache specialist. I had a 95% success rate and would clear any headache within 45 minutes
to an hour. Then I met GMD and now I have the same success rate but I achieve it in 5 to 10
minutes. I use 1 line of code: "Create a custom cure for all aspects of all variations of all causes
and symptoms of headaches and migraines." When entered into one of the command lines of
the Clasp 32, it tells the computer to eliminate the problem, and the computer finds the solution
based on the feedback it is receiving from the client; not a predetermined multi panel protocol
that is one size fits all.
Thank you but that is how I wrote the system you are once again taking credit for my work, your
displaying a misunderstanding of what I wrote the software to do
Once Grand Master David figured out how the SCIO worked,
Thank you but that is how I wrote the system you are once again taking credit for my work.
He (david)was able to gear his impressive programming skills to write code that maximizes the
efficacy of the Clasp 32 software. Practitioners who have been using his Care Pack report stronger,
faster and more accurate results.
This is rather grandiose lie befitting a grand master liar who thinks people would in some way
believe that he has broken into the system and further adulterated the medical device. As to his
programming skills I would think he has none if he proposes you to believe he can rewrite the
source code. What he did was use his skills as a typist to add words into a matrix file illegally.
So how does the SCIO work? Picture a triangle. At the top point is the SCIO. At the bottom left is
the client. At the bottom right is the practitioner. There is a psycho-spiritual connection between
the client and the practitioner.
Thank you but that is how I wrote this chart in 1989 you are once again taking credit for my
work. What was david doing in 1989
The SCIO acts as a bridge and elevates the belief level of either the client or the practitioner or
both. We use about 10% of our brain consciously. The SCIO interacts with the 90% unconscious
bio-electric field of both the client and the practitioner. The battery or electrical outlet is what
powers the SCIO computer; but the Clasp 32 is powered by your chi or energy. That is why so
many of us feel very fatigued after running several clients back to back. The magic is in each
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Thank you but that is how I wrote the system you are once again taking credit for my work.

GMD has clients all over the world who are beneficiaries of God's healing power through this
fabulous SCIO technology. What Grand Master David has done is elevate the ability of the SCIO
to impact people all over the world. By simplifying the process, it levels the playing field for all
practitioners. Those who are not comfortable with computers or the vast complexities of the SCIO
as taught to us in training can now run an effective session with just a few key strokes. Advanced
practitioners can add more than 40,000 weapons into the battle against ill health. Additionally
with the CCP3 you have access to martial arts healing techniques and remedies that have been
developed over thousands of years. You will be able to utilize energetic frequency patterns of
Traditional Chinese Medical Formulations that have been successfully used all over the world.
Thank you but you have only added words not frequencies, I could help you add frequencies
but you refuse to network with me and your slander of me prevents you from honest straight
forward talk.
You will have all the weapons you need to combat any emotional issue that manifests. You will be
able to tap into energetic frequency patterns that emulate the spiritual healing evidenced in the
Bible. You will be able to stack hundreds and even thousands of entries in combination to attack
issues with maximum power and effect.
Thank you but what is happening is that any users of adulterate unvalidated changed medical
software can have their devices confiscated and maybe worse.
I hope this helps to clarify what the CCP3 is all about.
Thank you but I hope that now you know what this is really all about.
I am going to close this message with Grand Master David's bona fides. Perhaps that will help you
understand how privileged we are that he has embraced SCIO technology and is committed to
using his impressive skills to enhance its usage. Two weeks ago Grand Master David celebrated 30
years in the Martial Arts. He is Supreme Grand Master of Shun Shen Tao. (tenth degree black belt)
He is a Grand Master of 3 additional martial arts disciplines. (9th degree black belt) He has been
entrusted with passing on each of these to the next generation as he was honored as the official
caretaker for all 3 and the protector of centuries of family martial arts secrets. During the heyday
of his fighting career, he was world Kumite champion for 2 years.
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By the way, on December 3rd Grand Master David celebrated his 33rd birthday.
Thank you, I have no doubt of david’s intention to help, but his lack of respect for his intellectual
betters and the developer of the system both being me are putting people into harm’s way. Let
us pray that he will wake up and work within the laws of the USA.
PS.
As a friend of the SCIO and a medical doctor who has used the system for over 10 years now I have
asked Desiré to let me add a paragraph.
First of all any professional person could instantly see thru the charade of the charlatan David
Harris who has a major problem with ego and an inexperience with the law, medicine, bioelectronic, and computer software. I have seen the CCP3 system and I can say that it is obvious
David has not broken the code if he had he would have changed the ownership in the about box.
This means instantly that the only person who knows the system is Desiré. David circumvention
and defamation of this great person is atrocious. A professional sees thru this instantly, but less
intelligent operators more naive and inexperienced can be duped. To these people please think
and if you have questions do not circumvent Desiré. Please do not be duped into a crime or into
slander of a great spirit.
Dr. Mesii
Three strikes and you are out you’re Out.
Maggie asks what was the reason for david to be denied entrance to Canada?
It is the law, Americans can freely go to Canada, but not to commit a crime. The only reason to be
denied entry into Canada is some sort of criminal involvement not suspected but documented.
I did not do anything regarding this, but here is what will happen if circumstances do not change.
By legal ethics we will give one more warning (the third warning) then nobody can dispute we
did not give david a chance to cooperate and work together. After that we are required by law
to report the crime fully of adulteration. If there is no cooperation by the end of July, We will
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have to tell the truth that someone david and others have marketed a software change that has
not been properly tested as safe by the manufacturer. We will show the FDA the three letters of
cease and desist and asking for legal cooperation and Ray Folley’s reply. The FDA will launch an
investigation and start to find out who is selling the adulterated software plugin. And they will
be able to confiscate any such system. Also on the inspection of sites with the illegal plugin they
will impound any other suspicious or illegal items. They can ask for patient’s list and look into the
computers to see who has been a patient and ask them if they want to log a complaint and get
money back.
The FDA will notify david of the crime and when he plays stupid they will show him the three
warning letters and ask why he continued after an official cease and desist. I am sure that david
will explain that it is ok because he can break a brick and that I am the problem because I wear a
dress. This will not stop the FDA, although they will have to take a break to laugh.
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He set world records for power breaking. 18 concrete blocks with his arm. 10 concrete blocks with
his groin. He has masters degrees in 3 separate forms of herbalism. Western medicine calls these
doctorates. He has a masters degree in metaphysics. Western equivalent is a doctorate. He has
written herbal formulations that have been included in the International Lexicon of Traditional
Chinese Medicine. He is an originator and master of multiple hands on and spiritual healing
techniques that have benefited thousands of people worldwide. 2 months ago he received several
honors at the Annual Martial Arts Hall of Fame Banquet. He was installed as a director on the board
of directors of the Black Dragon Fighting Society (the oldest and most respected society in modern
day martial arts). He was inducted into the Hall of Fame as a Founding Member. To give you
perspective on that honor, Bruce Lee is a Founding Member. He also received the highest honor
available. The Wong Fei Han award was given to him for his contributions to both the fighting and
healing facets of martial arts. Wong Fei Han is considered to be the greatest martial artist ever.
In the world of martial artists, this is akin to receiving a Nobel prize. Personally, I cannot begin to
tell you how much Grand Master David has impacted my life. I consider him my mentor because
we share a common belief: all healing comes from God whether it is by our hand, our spirit or our
SCIO. I look forward to assisting anyone interested in adding the CCP3 to their repertoire.

Any who have washed their hands of the pluginn after reading this and put it into writing by asking
for their money back and terminating the plugin might be able to save some hardship. All of this
still could all be diverted from happening if david will cooperate and then we could validate the
plugin, internalize the plugin, give him proprietary access so he could sell his work to others and
all of this for free because I am glad to help and I do not want a penny. I am gracious but I don’t lie
about anything. Hell I wear a dress, I don’t lie about anything. But david’s ego prevents him from
seeing the truth or maybe it is his advisors. Either way we could still stop the freight train with
honesty and cooperation.
The ego of david is the problem, why else would he ask people to call him master? Why else would
he not want to help you users and your patients? Simple, ego.

Life System
In 1993 working in Hungary I modified the original EPFX design to work with my new Irish patent
on a test kit.
Gabor Ledinsky, Jozsef Nieber and I worked on the software with a test kit – it had no subspace
in it – Gabor did not like the subspace. It operated with an analogue to digital conversion system.
Data was converted from digital to analogue back to digital. Gabor didn't pay me, I broke up
business with him.
In 1995 I developed the new QXCI and the superior functions were digital to digital interface which
is not available in the LIFE system today. Sales people might tell you it is – it is not. We miniaturized
the same test kit from my Irish patent and put it into the system. The LIFE system does not have
test kit – it does not have sample of all the products for quantum coherency, the salesman might
tell you it has a test kit – but it is not true.
I then developed a subspace system and perfected its functioning over the last 15 years. The
salesman might tell you that the LIFE system has the same subspace system – this is not true. So
the superiority of the QXCI over the LIFE – it has digital to digital interface, subspace, and the test
kit.
Chris Keiser started selling the QXCI and at one point he took 35 checks made out to QX Ltd in
Budapest and he illegally signed his name on the back, committing the crime of counterfeiting, and
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deposited those checks into his business account. A warrant for his arrest was issued in Hungary
and we stopped doing business with him. In the year 2002, or whatever, Chris Keiser bought the
old software from Gabor Ledinsky and Jozsef Nieber. The life system stole the name from my
friend ???? and they sold 350 illegal devices in the US but the FDA step in and with some investor
help they got over the problems.

Think who you can trust listen to your heart. Do the right thing. God Bless you.

The subspace system that I have designed is also secret and proprietary, highly efficient with a 15
year history, so we have real QQC trivector, Voltammetric signatures for each of the products, real
test kit in each machine, real subspace system, real registrations, hundreds of articles published
in peer reviewed journals, and a host other technologies, proprietary to our company. In light of
what I have told you I would still recommend you get a demo of both devices to see the functions,
feel the device and then write to me for questions. I am not aware of the current advancements in
the LIFE system, but I have been aware of salesmen telling lies in the past – equating their system
with ours in wrongful, malicious ways, slandering me and without open honest communication.
If you have any questions regarding anything, including my shoe size, please feel free to call.
If somebody's badmouthing me or my company we can do a conference call. We are always
interested in truth and I wish the LIFE system luck, but I would prefer if they would not tell lies
about me or lies about their machine or lies about anything.
Desiré Dubounet - Creator of the QXCI/EPFX/SCIO

Well Well Well
A new wrinkle has just come up. The below story is about another person who tried to use my
technology. Chris Keiser had a warrant put out for his arrest in Hungary and he went afoul of the
FDA and they got him to fly right. They make the LIFE system which I tell my side of the story from
way back. I hold no grudge I am really a gracious person. But I just got an email from someone in
the Life system camp who said that one of the Life system people from Florida called up Canada
to report david. That is how they knew of him. The life system people tried to get david to use
their system. They told him lots of lies about me and this is why he is afraid to do business with
me. They are trying to get him to work with them. The life system people are playing david like a
violin. I would tell anyone not to trust the Life people they will say or do anything to make sales,
including hurting and lying. Whatever you do David do it right. If you believe the lies about me
then work with them. But do it right. If you now doubt these lies and want the truth then call me.
Either way, please, do not adulterate software outside of the manufacturer it is a problem for all.
I wish you well. But if you do not stop the adulteration of our software in writing then we must by
law report you.
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When we checked the parts of the original LIFE system some 6 years ago – there was no test kit,
no sub space, no digital to digital interface. Parts were inferior, wave forms inconsistent and there
was no QQC trivector technology. I am unaware of their advances over the past few years. I have
been told they have no medical registration in USA or Europe – that might have changed by the
time you read this letter. But I can tell you they do not have the digital to digital interface – that is
patented, secret and proprietary. The QQC trivector readings are also patented and proprietary.
Every item in our matrix has been tested in real form. I was able to buy anthrax in 1992, very easily
and all the other bacteria, fungus etc. Post 9/11 these items are impossible to come by. But we
have tested their trivector fields and they can be used by you in the system. I personal spent over
5 million dollars on purchasing and procuring all the items in the test kit.
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Who I am this report is very important and should be fully read by
everyone
Heiko writes to me
You know that is just not true so why keep pretending?
Perhaps you should buy the GMD's plug-in and run yourself on DS(Divine selection), MGI(my God
is benevolent) and WG (Word of God). It might allow you to see who you actually are and let the
healing begin.
He says I could see who I am well let me tell you who I am actually.
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I am making another gift to all of you my new Angel book with the complete story of my life. This
copy is low res. For a higher res and or a hard copy write sue in the home office in Budapest.
After working to help the Apollo 13 astronauts return I worked for a while in electrical engineering
but when the transferred me to work on bombs I quit. I refuse to work on or with weapons. I
went into the seminary to become a Lutheran pastor. God talked to me and said he wanted me
to rewrite molecular biology. God worked thru me and we finished the PROMORPHEUS in 1982.
In 1974 while working in Youngstown State, I did the first study on the Voltammetry trivector. And
I found that we could measure thought transfer by measuring the trivector of a person body. the
word area of the brain had no such contact, but the body electric did. A copy of the abstract is
attached. What was david doing in 1974?
I was able to register the system as the Electro-Physiological Xrroid with the FDA in 1989. Since
then we have sold over 31,000 devices. I designed to system and the software, every line of code.
When the FDA refused to register acupuncture needles as medical devices I stepped in and I got
them registered in 1996 with the help of Jim Turner.
I started to sell system and sold several in Seattle Washington. There was a sales woman there
named Linda who lied to people about the system to make sales. I told her to stop and express
regret and she could not. She got very mad and started lies about me to hurt me.
We started selling systems in Minneapolis Minnesota. Sammi came to work with me and she
sold many systems. Once in a lecture she lied and told a story about another of our sales people
Orville, he was a gentle soul who was hurt by the lie. I asked Sammi to apologize. There was a
dreadful banshee like shriek on the phone and then silence. Sammi’s daughter then called me
and said that I did not know what I did. Her mother Sammi has had 10 marriages and over 25
jobs and Sammi never did anything wrong. The fault was always with the other person. You see in
Sammi’s mind she is perfect and thus she cannot apologize for anything, because she is perfect.
To apologize would destroy her mental capacities. Sammi had never in her entire life said she was
sorry. Her daughter told me to watch out now because Sammi will focus on her obsession on you.
She started a series of lies and accusation that are appalling and have been used by competitors
since then. She said my children were not mine and dreadful things. But I had to try to help her
grow spiritually. For to me spiritual growth is number one.
I lectured in California for a company who sold vitamins. When I told the audience that the vitamins
were synthetic (because they were) the owner of the company named Jim went berserk and
attacked me with lies. This has happened several times. But honesty, integrity, spiritual growth
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and truth are my first and foremost goals. And I will have the honor to stand by these principles.

•

Innate Knowledge Hinduism, (Irfan and Sufism in Islam)

In 1996 I discovered how to make a digital to digital system and by pass analog converters
increasing the accuracy and precision of the data. I also then I perfected the subspace system in
the computer. Both of these additions are not in the LIFE system for the stole the software in 1993
before these key additions.

•

Experience of one's true blissful nature (Samadhi Svarupa-Avirbhava in Hinduism and
Buddhism)

All of these studied and adjusted by several masters, and you have seen it work miracles
I developed this back in the 1980 and I have been perfecting it ever since. I made the hololinguistic
system, the Sanctuary program, and many more. The German govt gave me 50,000 euro during
the last world cup to make a subspace system to prevent hooligans from hurting the games. The
Chinese Olympic team AC Milan and the stories of the success of the device and subspace are
amazing. And you want to know who I am. I am the genius who made the system you’re working
with. I know who I am.

Starting in 1989 when we got permission to market we saw astounding results. Ask Bill Cunningham
about this there were incredible results. The testimonials are astounding. There have been over
200 articles about the devices I made published in peer reviewed medical journals. Do you think
you are the first to get results? In our 2007 large scale study over 97,000 patients and over 300,000
visits clearly show the advantages of the harness being attached and the electrical signal given
over the subspace. But the study clearly shows that the subspace system works.

I made the subspace system using some the ideas of Rupert Sheldrake who speculated that the I
Ching is a place where something that appears not connected is connected. But the limitations of
the 64 hexa gram make it weak compared to the human brain with 10 the 23rd power (ten with
23 zeros after) synapses. What if someone could make and I Ching with 10 to the 23rd power
potential this is what I have done. And to stabilize it I developed a very sophisticated prayer wheel.
The prayer wheel invokes the secrets of the Torah, Zohar, I Ching, Tibetian, Christian mystics,
and all of the positive religions of the world. You can choose the religions in the about box if you
are judgmental. Calling the hundred plus names for the universal consciousness it protects the
patient and therapist.
Using these and many more the subspace system is vast and the prayers are spun in a prayer
wheel over 10 million times a second. All designed to protect and heal.
•

Absorption within God's Infinite Light (Hassidic schools of Judaism)

•

Seeing the Light, or "that of God", in everyone, (Christian Quakerism, Shakers)

•

The Love of God, as in the Hinduism, Baha'i Faith, Christianity, Islam and many other spiritual
traditions

•

The mystic work of opening the doors with sound shape and prayer past down to us from
Solomon.

•

The teachings of Jesus

•

Theosis or Divinization, union with God and a participation of the divine nature (in Catholic
Christianity and Eastern Orthodoxy)

•

Complete non-identification with the world (Kaivalya in some schools of Hinduism, including
Sankhya and Yoga; Jhana in Buddhism)

•

Liberation from the cycles of Karma (Moksha in Jainism and Hinduism, Nirvana in Buddhism)

•

Deep intrinsic connection to ultimate reality (Satori in Mahayana Buddhism, Te in Taoism)

•

Union with God (Henosis in Neoplatonism and Brahma-Prapti or Brahma-Nirvana in Hinduism,
fana in Sufism)
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I have been hearing about incredible results before david was born. Do you think you are the only
one with results, well that is about to stop.

But there is something you don’t know. The prayer wheel calls on these forces to protect, give
insight, and help to heal the patient and the therapist. And also these forces are called on to direct
all and any negativity towards Desiré back at the person who has the wrongful intent for me it
calls for these forces to send back the evil hate and bad will back to the sender three time three.
This is karmic law and I just allow the subspace system to focus the karma energy. Just like a lens
it returns the spite and bad intent onto the evil heart. I try to keep my waters still and thus act as
a mirror to reflect back bad energy three time three.
When Linda in Seattle told lies out of hate she died of cancer in one year. Sammi died a horrible
death of cancer in less than a year. Jim died a year after his campaign of lies against me. The
Seattle Times faces bankruptcy, the FDA is unstable. Each of them died or is a victim of their own
hate and greed. My subspace protection is but a way to focus the evil energies back to the source.
If the evil heart cannot grow past its lies and perversions then focused Karma will try to help them
to learn. This is the law.
One person violently attacked me with innuendo and lies. He got very sick and found out about
the protection of me in the prayer wheel. He called in priests and they called me. Said how can
I help, I asked them why does he not just stop the lies, stop the slander. He said he could not.
And the priests told him he was doing it to himself. He got even angrier and told more lies before
his tragic death of cancer. Some mediocre minds give incredible resistance to great spirits and
sometimes they just can’t stop.
It is very hard for criminals to mentally accept that they have done a crime.
Unvalidated altering and selling a medical device or its operative systems is a crime. To divert
attention from their crime they david and heiko commit another crime of slander against me. All
to distract you from the real issue. Their crime of lies and slander as they twist everything against
me has been seen by so many of you who write me. The bad Karma they are accumulating is
compulsive. I wish them no wrong but I wish they would end their crimes of adulteration and
slander. As you have all seen I have done nothing wrong and I am honest and honorable to the
highest degree. I wish that they would end their hateful evil attack against me before their own
bad karma is amplified out of control. I wish they could grow up and since I have no evil in my
heart I only wish them to stop the crimes, I will have good karma.
I have control over all of the subspace even the old systems subspace operations. I never thought
that someone could use my work to commit a crime. It never occurred to me that someone
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would be so stubborn as to put you the users into harm’s way. This is bad Karma.
So I will now as of today change the prayer wheel now in all systems even the old systems to
now stop working with any criminals and to stop functioning with any illegal adulterated use.
Now check the systems use and see if it still works. You will see it does not. This will not affect
legal use. Only illegal use of the plugin, At this time it means any use of the plugin.
If any want to discuss this please do but we cannot allow users to break the law and be in harm’s
way. A simple apology from david and heiko and simple cooperation would solve this.
If there is cooperation and laws obeyed and slander stopped then the subspace will allow
operation fully. I wrote the software. I authored the commands. I cannot allow users to be put
into harm’s way. A simple request and explanation for the plugin and in one month all would be
well and david can freely sell the plugin and not put anyone into harm’s way.
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We can now watch heiko spin into a frenzy of vague baseless non specific craziness and watch
the effects focused Karma have. Or perhaps they will wake up and smell the Karma. We will see.
I have made a life dedicated to helping people and to get people to get over their clinging to false
beliefs that hurt and limit them.
The greatest false belief is that of existence. In 5th grade we are taught that our bodies are made
of atoms and atoms are made of protons neutrons in the nucleus and outer electrons far away in
energy states in the outer layers of the atoms. The electrons never touch because they repel when
they approach each other. So the outer electrons of any item never touch the outer electrons
of any other items. So no matter ever touches any other matter. The electrons, protons, atoms,
molecules in fact all things have an energetic field around them and this field is what we really
are. No one has ever seen or experienced this truth of our existence but we know it is true. We
are energetic beings in an energetic world.
As a bio-electrical engineer, licensed diagnostician health care doctor, mathematical genius, and
expert in natural medicine, I developed a medical device that would assay the energetic body, and
measure and correct problems of voltage, amperage, resistance, hydration, oxidation, and ph. My
enormous respect for the law mandated that I properly register the device and did so in 1989. My
respect for statistical research drove me to continue research and make the device better every
day since.
After 5th grade, Later in school we are taught about photons and how photon from the sun make
the electrons in plants go to higher energy states in a process of photosynthesis. Plants can do this,
not synthetic chemical companies and from here we get the proof that the SINthetic chemicals are
incompatible with the human body. We all know this about our foods. We will not order synthetic
foods, or drink synthetic wine we have learned over the years that the chemical companies have
tried to make synthetic chemicals compatible with the body and they have failed. If the menu has
SINthetic foods on it we will exercise our freedom to choose and not order synthetic chemicals. But
the menu at the hospital only has SINthetic chemicals on it. Only patented SINthetic chemicals get
funding for research and use in medicine. Natural herbs and plants are not protected by patents
and thus no one will invest in the research. Well not no one, I invested in the research on cancer
patients in Kiev to test synthetic chemotherapy versus natural chemotherapy. I invested to test
natural treatments for AIDS versus SINthetic treatments in Budapest. Both series of studies done
in qualified WHO registered medical hospitals. The results confirmed that it is a false belief that
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synthetic chemicals are better or safer. Our extensive research all over the world now has shown
that the natural is much more effective, and vastly incredibly safer. But this false belief of synthetic
drugs efficacy and safety makes lots of money.

patterns. It is a false belief that a single frequency can define a remedy. Now since this is the
only true way to measure reactivity for medication testing the other companies with inaccurate
devices often only using words, or pendulums to get results. These companies cannot debate
the extensive science. Most of them are not developed by someone with electrical engineering
techniques, medical backgrounds, statistics backgrounds, so these companies have to also slander
the messenger to protect their sales.

People with small minds cling to false beliefs and especially when the false beliefs make money.
The drug companies ostracized me, they pressured the hospitals and I was removed from further
research.

Several Russian devices have been proven complete frauds. There are many charlatans in the
alternative industry telling lies to sell and lies about me to distract.

In 1990 the acupuncturists asked me to help register acupuncture needles as medical devices.
For free, I wrote a 400 page treatise on the law to make the needles real medical devices not
experimental. It is a false belief that acupuncture is not real medicine. Some small minds in the
FDA did not want this to happen and they fear all forms of drugless therapies. They trumped up
false charges against me. In 1996 judge Maitch the Oklahoma City case judge made the FDA drop
the charges. The FDA was angry and continues their vendetta against me. This is chronicled in the
true to life movie “Sworn on the Altar”.

Then over the years I was able to prove that muscle testing for remedies was not only invalid it was
a complete sham, a fraud, a lie. The muscle testers or point probe users were altering the speed of
delivery or the pressure to force the results they wanted. Mostly they used muscle testing to push
the client into buying a vitamin or some sort of remedy. Muscle testers laugh when they admit
they change the pressure to affect the patient. Now as we all know most of alternative medicine
is built on this lie. With no double blind study ever showing that remedy muscle testing is in any
way accurate, this lie has reached massive proportions.
Now how would the drug companies ever sell a SINthetic vitamin if the false belief of SINthetics
was exposed? Who would ever attend another muscle tester’s lecture if the false belief of it was
exposed? Both of these are definite false beliefs. There is no doubt that the synthetic is not the
same, there is incredible evidence proving this. And there is no doubt that the muscle testers are
changing pressure and using suggestions to sell their remedies. They cannot debate this so they
must slander or shoot the messenger of truth rather than have these truths exposed.
The science of electrical reactivity starts with the shark. The shark lives in salt water and he has
a powerful well documented electro-sense. The literature knows that the electro-sense of the
human is very weak. We have to amplify the electro signal over a million times for us to see
human electro reactivity.
All items have an energetic field around them this is 5th grade science. This field is known in
science as the Voltammetric field. I patented a 3 dimensional Voltammetric field detector first
developed in 1988. With several patents and copyrights I work every day to perfect the system.
With hundreds of medical articles in peer reviewed medical journals it is the only scientifically
proven way to measure remedy reactivity.
I purchased and procured each item in the matrix and test them for their 10,000 frequency
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The drug companies tried to kill me as we see in the true to life movie “Water, Wine, Homeopathy”.
In breaking up an international pedophile ring in Romania I was tied to a table and they tried again
to kill me. This is displayed in the movie “The Greatest Sin 1, 2, 3”. Then when I decided to use my
big head and choose my sexuality rather than my little head, I mustered up tremendous courage
and made my freedom of choice and put on the dress. The drug companies stopped trying to kill
me. It is another false belief that you should let your little head choose your sexual identity.

So all of these people use WMD “Weapons of Mass Distraction” to sell. They all have a common
goal to stop Desiré from exposing them, stop Desiré from telling the truth. There are conventions
of alternative medicine around the world but they will not invite the most published, awarded,
significant, charismatic lecturer because as they say Desiré will spoil the party. She will tell us the
law and how we break it, she will tell us the science and how we affront it, she will show a system
so superior to ours we can’t ever sell another one. So we can’t invite Desiré.
Money seems to be more important than truth. And this is not enough they have to lie about me
to distract people from the truth. You see synthetic chemicals are incompatible with the human
body. Muscle testing cannot be used to tests remedies. Altering a medical device is a crime. And
all of the slander against me does not change this.
I have a standing offer to do a three way phone conversation with any who have a criticism of me
in even the smallest detail. I have said this for more than three decades and nobody wants to take
their slander to me. Nobody wants to turn on the light of truth.
After authoring and editing over one hundred books, over 120 medical journals, over five patents,
thousands of copyrights, developing a accredited medical university, establishing a major ISSN
peer reviewed medical journal, being nominated for the Nobel prize for two decades, and a long
long list of credentials and accomplishments you would think that someone could find one error
other than spelling to really critic me.
The Weapons of Mass Distraction users have said horrendous things of me. They will tell you I am
a 9 foot tall black man if you will believe it. They work very hard to make up lies and they try to
see just what they might say to distract you. Some of the people are sensitive to sexual identity, so
they will tell you I am gay. (Being a hermaphrodite I am not). If you are religious they will tell you I
am a heathen, I am not. They will tell you anything but just not on the telephone with me on the
line to confirm or dispute. They will do whatever it takes to distract you and keep you away from
the truth. And what they fear most is my courageous dedication to truth, freedom of choice, and
nature.
I can’t defend myself from the backstabbing if you don’t help me. I can’t defend you the users if
you don’t allow me to help you. So please listen to the truth and if you have a question let me
know.
Muso Kokushi once said when the pupil is ready, a master will appear.
The bond of a student master relationship is a sacred one and the student should call the master
Master. But for a person to push the moniker master elsewhere shows a delusion of grandeur.
In all of the literature Master is used by students who have chosen him. In the case of david he
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appears to want to convey that his martial art skills give him a particular spirituality competence
that I don’t see. So it is an insult to the rest of us who do not see him as a master to be asked to
use this term. Stuart Lachs writes the following we paraphrased:

more legal plea for cease and desist and cooperation and if there is any way you might be able
help wake up david please try. But it appears that exposure of the truth will be harmful to his ego
for he has stated lies about the system he fears exposure of. So what we are faced with is simple
fear for david’s ego.

Our fictional master is defined by simplicity, innocence, and lack of self-interest or desire. The
master is said to be a person whose actions flow solely out of compassion for other sentient
beings. He is imputed to possess a timeless and trans-cultural wisdom, the ability to see the truth
behind appearances and to have the prerogative to speak expertly on all subjects. In fact, he is
taken to be last in an unbroken chain of enlightened, unblemished masters reputedly going back
2500 years to the historical Sakyamuni Buddha. But, this portrait can only exist if we ignore the
irritating complexity and contradictions of actual lives and real history. The master, as in this myth
supposedly, is beyond the understanding of ordinary people because he always acts from the
enlightened mind. Unfortunately, they have found the myth without recognizing it for what it is.

It also makes the master into a disingenuous role player, alienated in Peter L. Berger’s sense. In
viewing how this spiritual dynamic plays out in America, please keep in mind that no living
master need ever make claims for his own attainment. Rather, this is done by holding up the great
attainment of his teacher and his teacher’s hallowed line of ancestors. It is never necessary for any
particular master to make claims concerning his/her own level of perfection. The Zen institution
does it for him by repeating the claim in the form of stories, koans, rituals,… An environment is
created that predisposes both students and masters to act in certain ways. In the end, both fall
prey to these fantasies. Paraphrased and excerpted from an article by Stuart Lachs
Tzu-kung said: “The Master learns it by his warmth and honesty, by politeness, modesty, and
yielding. The way that the Master asks is unlike other men’s asking.”
When david wrote an obit for me it was proof that he does not have the spirituality to be a
true master for spiritual guidance. The incredible backbiting slur against me then also proved
that when he did not step in and defend some truth that there was indeed some kind of nonspiritual exploitation going on. Namely there was income derived from the sale of an illegal
adulteration of a medical device.
We have given him two official cease and desist notices and a plea for cooperation and it has
gone un- responsive. As Confucius once said; “To guide a land of a thousand chariots, honor
business, be true and sparing, love the people, and time thy claims upon them.” And “The Wise
man, on coming to a country, learns all about the government: he asks what is correct, and he
learns how to be correct”. Jesus said “give unto Caesar the tribute need for Caesar”. This is my
base dictum to always be correct and very straightforward in all things, our friend david appears
to consider himself above the law.
The Bible says "Do not insult a master to his servants, or they will curse you, and they will attack
you for it. Proverbs 30
So when I say anything bad about david his servants hate me for it. For this I apologize, but we
must all now listen closely to be advised on how to proceed and protect yourself. We will give one
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To stop this first update your software in your main computer, and keep the plugin in another. If
you find it valuable send it to me for me to integrate it into the device legally. I would be happy
to do so. I have tried to get david to work with me and maybe one of you could do what he is
unwilling to do.

The Story of the Slur against Desiré

What they really have found, all too often, is another story of ordinary, flawed human behavior.
However, imputing qualities and attainments to people that do not really possess them
usually has consequences. These consequences, including psychological, financial and sexual
exploitation, will likely be heightened when the context is one of extreme hierarchy.

If the cease and deist is unheeded, we are required by law to inform the FDA authorities. They will
then launch an investigation into the illegal pluginn adulteration. This would take about 6 months
or more to organize but it must be done. They could confiscate any device with the plugin and in
their investigation they could impound anything else they find suspicious.

Write a letter to us that once you became aware of the illegality of an adulterated software plugin
you stopped its use and also write to david asking for your money back. I doubt you get it but this
is the only way to stop and FDA investigation of you home and or office. These two letters and a
clean computer to show and you will be protected. You will be asked if you sent the letters so send
them. And this should protect you.
If you do these two things you will be able to get yourself out of harm’s way.
As for the 2006 activation here is a conversation I had with heiko I am willing to help anyone heiko
in blue desi in bold black
Ok we are not going to continue playing this game. You either meant what you said and would
help all practitioners and activate old code.
I will help ALL practitioners I mean All practitioners with the best personal attention to each case,
As I have said I would, this is the best way to help anyone, if any will explain to me their device
history, play ethically, tell me what operative system they use, and openly communicate with
me their request for activation of whatever they need including the 2006 will be honored on an
individual basis, as of yet after over a month of hearing about this none have stepped forward.
Of course I mean what I say I am a very ethical and straightforward person with impeccable
honor.
You simply can tell Quantum Alliance it is fine to activate old code for registered practitioners.
There is no legal issue if they were delivered before the import alert.
I cannot do that QA has been given a cease and desist for legal reasons and they are men of
honor and won't disobey it
That's the way the system was and that's the way to do it. If you aren't ready to do that it just
proves that this is all meaningless rhetoric and you still are not responding to the request that
97% of the users want the ability to have their code activated by calling support. Just like they
were told when they bought them.
I am willing to help any who need help. I have told you this five times now and still you resist.
and your slur of me is not only offensive is malicious as I have said if any will step forward and
communicate with me directly I will help them. It appears you have an ulterior motive for this
2006 version.
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Nondiscrimination as a Basis for spiritual growth

That's it. It is that simple. All you have to do is advise QA that is OK with you to activate code for
SCIOs that are registered.

"When you forget the good and the non-good, the worldly life and the religious life, and all other
dharmas, and permit no thoughts relating to them to arise, and you abandon body and mind—
then there is complete freedom. When the mind is like wood or stone, there is nothing to be
discriminated." Pai-chang Huai-hai (Hyakujõ Ekai, 720-814)

No it is very very simple just tell anyone who has a problem to openly step forward and ask me
to help, what is wrong with you. I am saying yes, what is the matter with you
If you want a loving and supportive user group then give them the ability to activate their code,
and then they will have a reason to respect you.

(The Development of Chinese Zen After the Sixth Patriarch 63)
•

Before enlightenment, chopping wood and carrying water. After enlightenment, chopping
wood and carrying water.

If you won't do that, then the light of truth shines on your lie, and I won't keep engaging you.

•

What lie do you infer. I have not told a lie about anything. I will turn on the lights and help any
who ask for help and the truth is none are asking me for help. You would not know what truth
was if it bit you on the ass. It seems you are the one who is lying or a least hiding something.

At first, I saw mountains as mountains and rivers as rivers. Then, I saw mountains were not
mountains and rivers were not rivers. Finally, I see mountains again as mountains, and rivers
again as rivers.

•

In the beginner's mind there are many possibilities, but in the expert's mind there are few.

God Bless

•

Shunryu Suzuki

Heiko

•

To set up what you like against what you don't like -- this is the disease of the mind.

Please People No Delusive Thoughts
"Away with your delusive thoughts!" "Don't be deluded!" (Maku mõzõ!)
Ch'an master Wu-ye (Mugõ, 760-821) (Zen Word, Zen Calligraphy 65)
Whatever the master was asked, he replied "Don't be deluded!"
Before enlightenment, chopping wood and carrying water. After enlightenment, chopping wood
and carrying water. So let me paraphrase for my life
Before enlightenment, helping people to help other with the SCIO. After enlightenment, helping
people to help other with the SCIO. This is my life.
Next is words from masters about the subspace

Unity
Merge your mind with cosmic space, integrate your actions with myriad forms.
Ch'an master Hung-chih Cheng-chüeh (Wanshi Shõkaku, 1091-1157)
(Transmission of Light xi)

Great Unity
There is one thing: above, it supports Heaven; below, it upholds Earth. It is black like lacquer,
always actively functioning.
Ch'an master Tung-shan Ling-chia (Tõsan Ryõkai, 807-869)
(The Development of Chinese Zen After the Sixth Patriarch 74)
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This slurr of me after my reply is ludicrous and malicious, I must act within the law and with
honor. You ask me to not be honorable.

Sheng-ts'an A
•

The ways to the One are as many as the lives of men.

•

Though the bamboo forest is dense, water flows through it freely.

•

To do a certain kind of thing, you have to be a certain kind of person.

•

To follow the path, look to the master, follow the master, walk with the master, see through
the master, become the master.

•

When the pupil is ready to learn, a teacher will appear.

•

It is better to practice a little than talk a lot.

Muso Kokushi
•

We shape clay into a pot, but it is the emptiness inside that holds whatever we want.

Lao Tzu
•

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.

•

The fundamental delusion of humanity is to suppose that I am here and you are out there.

Yasutani Roshi
•

The quieter you become, the more you can hear.

Baba Ram Dass
•

Natural and super-natural, temporal and eternal - continuums, not absolutes.

Albert Schweitzer (paraphrased)
•

You must neither strive for truth nor seek to lose your illusions.

The Shodoka
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Oneness
Heaven and earth and I are of the same root,
The ten-thousand things and I are of one substance.
Zen Master Sêng-chao/Sõjõ (384-414)
"Nan-ch'uan and his lay disciple Lu Hsuan. Lu was reciting Seng-chao's saying:
Heaven and earth come from the same root as myself:
All things and I belong to one Whole.
However, he did not really understand the full purport of it. Nan-ch'uan pointed at the peonies in
the courtyard, saying, 'The worldlings look at these bush of flowers as in a dream." Lu did not see
the point." (The Golden Age of Zen 285)
"While Rikkõ, a high government official of the T'ang dynasty, had a talk with his Zen master
Nansen, the official quoted a saying of Sõjõ, a noted monk scholar of an earlier dynasty:
Heaven and earth and I are of the same root, the ten-thousand things and I are of one substance
and continued, 'Is not this a most remarkable statement?' / Nansen called the attention of the
visitor to the flowering plant in the garden and said, 'People of the world look at these flowers as
if they were in a dream.' " (The Essentials of Zen Buddhism 483-4)
The Master said: “Honeyed words and flattering looks seldom speak of love.”
Tseng-tzu said: “Thrice daily I ask myself: ‘Have I been unfaithful in dealing for others? Have I been
untrue to friends? Do I practise what I preach?’”
The Master said: “To guide a land of a thousand chariots, honour business, be true and sparing,
love the people, and time thy claims upon them.”
The Master said: “The young should be dutiful at home, modest abroad, heedful and true, full of
goodwill for the many, close friends with love; and should they have strength to spare, let them
spend it upon the arts.”
Tzu-ch´in said to Tzu-kung: “The Master, on coming to a country, learns all about the government:
does he ask, or is it told him?”
Tzu-kung said: “The Master learns it by his warmth and honesty, by politeness, modesty, and
yielding. The way that the Master asks is unlike other men’s asking.”
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(The Golden Age of Zen 324 n.92)

Much wisdom was imparted to both the aspiring Shaolin monk Kwai Chang Caine (David Carradine),
as well as the listening audience.
The following are selected samples of sage sayings from the show's scripts that were distilled from
the precepts of Confucianism, Taoism and Zen.
Disciple Caine:

Master Kan:

Young Caine:
Master Kan:
Master Kan:
Young Caine:
Master Kan:

Master our bodies are prey to many needs:
hunger, thirst, the need for love. Shall we
then seek to satisfy these needs?
Only Acknowledge them and satisfaction will
follow. To suppress a truth is to give it force
beyond endurance.
Master, must I always serve the law?
Hear the law; serve justice,
What frightened you?
[Awoken from his meditation] I heard the
Silence, Master.
You have experienced Oneness [To help Caine
understand Master Kan asks Caine about the
silkworm]
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Master Kan:

The silkworm dies, the moth lives, yet they
are not two separate beings but one and the
same.
It is the same with a man. His false beliefs
must die, so that he may know the joy of
the Way. What you felt in the Silence is
real. Something in you is dying. It is called
Ignorance.

Young Caine:
Master Kan:

Do evil demons exist?
Do wars, famine, disease and death exist? Do
lust, greed and hate exist? They are man's
creation, brought into being by the dark side
of his nature.

Words of

He who is open-eyed is open-minded. He
who is open-minded is open-hearted. He
who is open-hearted is kingly. He who is
kingly is Godly. He who is Godly is useful. He
who is useful is infinite. He who is infinite is
immune. He who is immune is immortal.
Do wars, famine, disease and death exist? Do
lust, greed and hate exist? They are man's
creation, brought into being by the dark side
of his nature.

Lao-Tzu:

1. Expect no reward for an act of charity. Expecting something in return leads to a scheming
mind. So an ancient once said, "Throw false spirituality away like a pair of old shoes."
2. Don't seek profit over and above what your work is worth. Acquiring false profit makes a fool
(of oneself). So an ancient once said, "Be rich in honesty."
Well I want to personally thank you, Rae and you, Heiko and all of the infantile immature
backstabbers. Thanks for your pedantic slow witted responses that were a very big help in exposing
the lies and crimes of david. You see when you go to a lecture and see someone like me lecture
from time to time small minds like you form a resistance to a great spirit like me it is a Yin and Yang
thing. But when this resistance forms in your mind you want to say something stupid about me.
But in a lecture a little censor stops you for you don’t want to say something about my dress in a
lecture it would make you look stupid. The rest of the people in the room will then know that you
are a bigoted small minded idiot.
But on the internet the censor is somewhat disabled. So you say things you would not say in public.
But when I then share them with others you look like a small minded bigoted idiot. Why because
you are a small minded bigoted idiot. Your comments never had any substance, they were just
vague childish immature and they showed everyone that you were covering up something. When
someone takes the cheap shot of name calling Desire it is always a tip off of something else behind
it. I call it the Desiré trap and you feel into it quite well.
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Young Caine:
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With your help your childish non-essential babyish criticisms was a trigger to get the others to
wake up and think. When they did they saw your juvenile foolish babble about me versus the
intellectual clarity I gave them. They checked things out and woke up as to who really wrote the
software, who registered the software, who did the science, who wrote the books, and who was
to be trusted for advice and support versus who was lying with childish name calling. Who is right
and who is wrong. So with your help now david has been almost completely discredited, I could
not have done it without you Thanks.

have needed to be asked!!

It was not and still is not my goal to discredit. I have reached out several times to try to help
david and get him to cooperate with legal issues. But your immature ranting at me rather than
trying to talk sense into him made you the real culprit in the discrediting of david. You could
have helped him, but your small minds would rather childishly babble and sweat and twist
things about me rather than network and cooperate to make things better for all users. It was
not and still is not my goal to discredit. But that’s how it turned out when david’s ego got in the
way.

You simply haven’t been listening – but I have! (Remember me, Wonder Woman with the Magic
Lasso of truth here? :))… Well I got the truth – and I just posted it with another of Desirés email
responses regarding plug-ins. etc… it is the truth Peter…I have no invested interest here in anything
except to find the truth, and for the truth to be so… But don’t twist things around anymore about
that 50% efficiency remark –she said it like 3 times now that it was 100% IN 2006, where that old
version is 50% NOW.. That’s why you need to upgrade, so you can get 100%, Now! :)

Well I have received over 75 e-mails of people who have seen the light from looking at your
childish emails. Most have left the biased name calling Desiré bashing chat group and moved on.
Many have checked out the issues and found me right and just in all things. All have found your
banter immature. I provide a small sample of the emails for you to see what happens when you
don’t listen to the little censor in your brain. Next time be more adult and don’t just knee jerk out
childish tantrums. Keep your peevish crabbiness to yourself and try to be more honorable and less
slanderous. It is a better way to be. And maybe this has been a growth experience for you. I know
it is hard to believe but one day you will thank me.
But for now let me thank you for my printing your childish slander and vague unsubstantiated
remarks was so key in exposing the truth of the crime of adulteration. Once again thanks.
At first you will be angry at reading this. But one day you will wake up and see that I was truly
trying to help you and david and everybody. One day you will see that my honor and integrity
were really trying to help not hurt. Here are just some of the emails I got of people seeing the
truth. Here is what your slanderous stupid name calling of me has done. See the results of your
senseless name calling. Here are some of the e-mails of adults seeing the real problem.

1. Hi,
Integrity is following the Law – and Desiré is doing that. Integrity is protecting Users and
Practitioners in doing so – Desiré is doing that also.
Desiré IS standing behind her product, and she is doing a good job supporting it! You should open
your eyes.
SO, I DO appreciate questioning Desirés authority and the need for questioning authority in
general–
HOWEVER, I HAVE BEEN questioning Desirés Authority! I HAVE BEEN asking her the questions that
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AND, Desire HAS ANSWERED! She HAS RESPONDED and Given us ANSWERS!!! She has given us
truthful, Reasonable, Real answers to the questions on these ‘authority’ issues regarding the
device, etc…
And Desiré has shown us that she has done nothing wrong here.

2. To everyone:

The Story of the Slur against Desiré

All of you and david have all talked to lawyers and you have all been told that altering a medical
devices software is a crime. But still resistance. I am sure that david is desperately trying to work
with the life people who also just type in words without scientifically testing them. Well perhaps
they belong together. But to me the quality of the test is the basis for the test.

Have you noticed?

I have checked with an FDA lawyer and I have confirmed everything Desiré has said as truth.
It is a crime to alter and sell a medical device’s software. Everything she has said including her
background has been confirmed as truthful. We have checked the device and found that the socalled frequencies of GMD are a lie. Most Everything GMD has said has been found out to be a
lie. And his people are maliciously and childishly attacking Desiré to cover up this set of lies and
crimes. The whole chat group seems to be devoted to supporting the lies and crimes of GMD. Only
Desire can lead us to truth. We all need to listen to her.

3. Hi Desiré
Loving your sweet and articulate posts. I have so many questions, some day I will compose the
most important and send them to you. Loved the cartoon. forwards me the posts. Good thing I
am no longer on EPFX chat, it would be hard to refrain from commenting on the situation with
David...Grand master of ego and self interest and of course stupidity!

4. Well I have been watching this circus of interaction and the revolving
door of silly accusations against Desiré. Just thought I put in a comment
or two.
First if you change a medical device in any fashion and sell that change it is a crime under FDA law.
Next I met both Desiré and David Harris. Desiré is as sincere honest and honorable a person as
I have ever met. David is an ego maniac that can not be trusted. David is secretive and vague in
science.
Desiré has proven her background in electronics, medicine, mathematics and business. David has
no real education past early high schools in these areas. Comparing Desiré to David intellectually
is like comparing a post college graduate genius to an 8th grader, an 8th grader with delusions of
grandeur. There is simply no comparison.
The worthless banter of slurs against Desiré and I have watched her one by one explain each
to every normal mind. But the chat group is run by a slave to David’s ego, and the chat group is
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crawling with unethical ulterior motive people acting out of greed and guilt as they ruthless attack
Desiré with mindless drool and unsubstantiated lies and rumors.

that there is just a group of bozos twisting everything they read.

10. Oh my God I checked into it and absolutely everyone saying bad
things about Desiré is in the income stream of GMD plugin.

5. I have watched Desiré answer each and every question with
professional decorum from experience and a display of an honorable
intellect. I have watched the other people use backstabbing prejudicial
unethical smearing techniques that disgust me. They attack Desiré with
dim-witted lies rumors and just plain immature rumblings. I can now
see more than ever the intellect and ethical honor of Desiré and how she
handles these juvenile foolish people is a display of grace.

Desiré is right there is an ulterior motive in protecting GMD from exposing his lack of expertise.
Desiré is being attacked as a smoke screen to cover-up the crimes and the ego of GMD. I hope that
the rest of you can see this now. I can. It takes a big person to admit he is wrong and I am now
admitting I was wrong. The GMD plugin is unlawful.

11. Desiré You are amazing!

I met both of them. Desiré is sincere and straightforward. David has delusions of grandeur and no
experience or education in the areas of bio-medicine.
Desiré has a PhD level education and vast experiences. She has been nominated for the Nobel
Prize in Medicine for years because of her vast knowledge and new ideas of bio-medicine.
David is a dolt. He doesn’t understand the simplest of electronics. His charlatan pretence might
convince a lesser person but to a professional let me assure you saying he is a dolt is an insult to
dolts.
The valueless mockery and lies against Desiré have angered me. But the chat group is run by David’s
ego. Any of moderate intellect can see this. And there are some very small minded imbeciles
running amok with lies.

7. Hi Desiré
I just posted your email below, etc - hopefully it posts.. I think this is a good letter, so if they still
can’t get it and wake up, well then maybe they deserve to be arrested for being too dense or
something, because I don’t know what else we can tell them... I guess we'll see what happens...
Tthanks...

8. Dear Desiré
Now on reading your very professional responses and the incredibly stupid pedantic twist they
give you back I can see that GMD is just a charlatan and a fraud. Why does he not step forward and
tell how he put in the frequencies. I asked him and he won’t tell. But now I realize from reading
that you wrote the software and thus you know what happened. GMD is thus afraid to deal with
you and be exposed. Now I can see this and I feel duped and deceived and I appreciate your
patience in dealing with these very stupid people and their comments.

9. Are Rae and Heiko fifth graders from the valley or what?
There stupid childish and immature criticisms of you Desiré just show how unintelligent they really
are. I thought that there would be some intellectual substance behind GMD behavior now I see
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6. I saw a remark from one of the people regarding your comparison of
Desire with David Harris. I am an engineer with a bio-med background.

...to be able to even discuss this with the ignorant slaves that grovel at the feet of the grand master
of delusion, there after refered to as GMD! On another note, if you ever do private tutoring please
count me in! I do not think I can make it to Budapest this year but I would love to have some
lessons from the true master, your self. I know you are really busy and understand there are
limitations to what you can take on but If there were recordings that maybe you have done in the
past that I can watch on line? I am a very successful practitioner because of what you have taught
me thus far and I am ready to go to the next level. I truly love what you have done for humanity.
Thank you from the deepest places of my heart
The malicious sadistic cruel things that heiko rae and the other GMD criminal say about Desiré
is just a point as to their criminal and childish behavior. the case against Desiré in America has
nothing whatsoever to do with the device. and when hieko, rae and others mention it, it is just
another diversion from their crime and participation in adulterated software. I thank you Desi for
pointing out these things to us. Believe me we can all see things more clearly now.

12. When GMD resists making the software legal and rejects Desirés
help for reason of ego.
It is an appalling example the he is not a master of anything except ego. We are at risk and his ego
is much more important than us.

13. Bless your heart!!!
These folks are sick and there is such resistance to what is really going on. It is not Desirae's fault
that software is obsolete every 2 years and it is not her fault that these folks are being selectively
fed partial truths from Kevin. I heard from a very reputable source that Kathy Blair stole someone
else's work to make her upgrade!!! Gee, maybe that is why she is not forth coming in jumping
on the GMD's ( grand master of delusion) band wagon. Kevin Green has created a mess with his
stigmatizing and spinning of false truths and Desiré did not make the law of karma that will bite
him on his royal ass! Keep me posted. I am so less stressed not dealing with the list but I know
allot and would love to give you any info that might help the resolution of it all. Blessed be Friend,
and not in the sacrilegious way Heiko throws that word around either!

14. Dear Desiré
You don’t know me but after reading you intelligent ways of dealing with the unclear attacks on
you I would like to meet you one day. I know for a fact that GMD knows full well that the plugin he
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sells is illegal. A lawyer friend has told me he has been so advised. We wer all duped by this person
and some of us tried to tell him to work with you. We saw your generous and gracious offer to help
us all, but Ray Folley and others said they were not interested. I asked why are you not interested
in obeying the law. there was no reply. But now we can tell why GMD fears exposure of the truth
that what he told us of his work on the software is a lie. My brother is a software programmer and
upon seeing the software he said only the original programmer can tell. He says why would Desi
lie. And the original programmer is you Desiré. You know the software the best. Each word you
say turns out to be true and we can all know better now.

illegal and no proof of safety has been done to proof it safe so the FDA deems it harmful till proven
safe by the main software company. So a decision has been rendered, the plugin does not have
proper legal compliant clearance. If the main software company, Eclosion, cannot test the software
plugin because your client refuses to allow it to be tested and your client refuses to obey a cease
and desist the plugin is unsafe till proven safe. The plugin is illegal till proven legal and since it is
a piggyback software the first step of validation and testing is from the main software company.
The FDA cannot and will not allow a piggyback plugin to be marketed without the main company’s
permission and full validation and safety testing. If you are a real FDA lawyer you would know this.
The primary question is how do you presume to circumvent the main software company and why
does your client refuse to cooperate with them. So please answer these questions so we can help
the users who at this time are undeniably unquestionably irrefutably being sold an illegal software
plugin by your client.

15. I have had enough of the Desire bashing and this great person has
given us a great gift and does not deserve to be treated this way. I am
leaving this chat group.
You know it’s so funny, but I was just listening to Desirés uniquely DEEP voice singing a song on
youtube, and I thought to myself, where have I heard that voice before?
Oh yeah, now I remember!! It was in the biofeedback program when running the third eye /
psychic abilities program I think, etc?! Lol… Yes my clients and I often wondered what was up with
this wild voice!? Wondering where on earth did this wild voice come from?! :)… It was Desiré!!
lol…
Like this song called, “as long as I have my plastic jesus on the dashboard on my car...”..
It’s hysterical… lol.. But in terms of technical quality singing, the best song I’ve actually heard
her sing posted was ‘Take a Walk on the Wild Side”… I think this song was actually written for a
transvestite to sing, so it suits her – plus, somehow she actually hit the notes on this sing pretty
well, it works for her voice… maybe no accident – and she creatively rewrote the lyrics to tell her
story, etc… :)
I also liked ‘bills theme’ about the homeopathy song…Actually there is an interesting quality to her
voice that I think could suit children’s songs well…. (though I am not sure it works so well to say,
Celine Dion type songs..)
Just my analysis… :)
Thanks,
He hasn’t sent anything to me but here is a reply
Can you provide me proof of your credentials as a lawyer, because your request seems to be
outside of the bounds of the first amendment. Please describe just which statements are false
and or misleading. Number one as a lawyer why do you refer to david harris as grandmaster is this
title relevant in any way or is it an unrelated title use in a con game? Why has not david replied or
obeyed the two cease and desists he has been given by the main software company? Do you and
david presume that you can choose which cease and desist you should obey and which you should
offer? Please provide any evidence of any real FDA compliance application, for it seems that this
is not real. The FDA would not allow one to circumvent a primary software. The main software
company who has officially registered the main EPFX software has deemed this software plugin as
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15. Hi,

If you were a real FDA lawyer you would know that while an application for compliance is being
considered by the FDA no one can market the plugin. Sale of a plugin that does not have a
marketing clearance is illegal. Till that clearance is given, till you present the papers from the FDA
or from the holders of the original registration, your plugin is illegal. Till you present such evidence
of clearance my statements of the illegality of the plugin are true and factual. Please let discuss
this as adults and provide us with the answers in timely fashion so we can help the users.
Well it is really this simple
The FDA device act of the US Code of Federal Regulations says no device can be marketed
without proper registration. You must register your company, your device, your safety. Three
bits of paper are needed. Of course we have all of these. david does not so his plugin is illegal
to market.
Now since the plugin operates with another software the main software it can be easily brought
into registration of the main software. It is a simple process of cooperation. 1. Negotiate a
contract. 2. Present the plugin for safety testing. 3. Market freely. SIMPLE. Till this happens the
plugin remains illegal. This is the law. This is the truth.
Why does he not? Well it would prove his statements of his electronic abilities as fiction. He
fears this and this alone. So you the users remain at risk. This is simply the problem
As to Kathy Blair’s statements. Her account of the history is not quite the same as ours. Her ideas
of contracts were not the same. Richard and Sue can account our side of the story very easy.
She had her estimates of worth and we had ours. Her background does not allow her to make
medical decisions. This was a main stumbling block to dealing with her. Her skills as a librarian
were transgressed when she starts making medical decisions on her own. She describes this in her
last letter. She does not know if something is good for the heart and colon. And she would correct
these things without a medical consult. That led to us not working with her more than anything
else. But I am willing to respond to any issue presented to me.
But the issue that there is any negativity or any potentially harmful intent is not true. There is
not one negative word, ideas, or intention in any of this the largest medical software known. Not
an impulse. It is designed to help, heal, understand and protect the patient, the therapist, the
developers and their families. It involves the highest levels God consciousness, positivity, divinity,
and spirituality possible. Not one word or even a miniscule hint of negative intention is in the
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program. It is designed to not allow this to happen inside the software. To shield, heal, help and
protect the software safeguards are designed sharpen karmic law and protect those from negative
intention. To guard against this Karmic laws of growth, repercussion, expansion of consciousness
reflect back any such negative intentions to the negative heart of this wishing to harm or hurt
others.
The bible says: “Give, and it shall be given to you. For whatever measure you deal out to others, it
will be dealt to you in return.”
“For the eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, and his ears are open unto their prayers: but the
face of the Lord is against them that do evil. (1 Peter 3:12)”
“The fear of the Lord tendeth to life: and he that hath it shall abide satisfied; he shall not be visited
with evil (Proverbs 19:23).”
“Resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also”
“An evil man is trapped by his sinful talk, but a righteous man escapes trouble”
“ reproach from the hand of Nabal, and hath kept his servant from evil: for the LORD hath returned
the wickedness of Nabal upon his own head. ”
hear all the evil which I purpose to do unto them; that they may return every man from his evil
way; that I may forgive their iniquity and their sin.”
“And the LORD said unto him, Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him
sevenfold. And the LORD set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill him.”
To GOD belongeth vengeance and recompence; their foot shall slide in due time: for the day of
their calamity is at hand, and the things that shall come upon them make haste.”
“Avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is mine; I will
repay, saith the Lord”
These are just a small bit of the work in the prayer wheel, so if you do not understand the bible
how can I get you to understand the prayer wheel. Those who wish evil are repaid by God, it is
God’s vengeance. I just pray for protection from evil. Like in the Lord’s Prayer. Only the evil need
fear the prayer wheel.
There are no evil thoughts words or ideas in the software.
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“A fool finds pleasure in evil conduct, but a man of understanding delights in wisdom”
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Summary
The fact that kevin does not post the most crucial e-mail of the last 2 months is a sign of chicanery
and deceit in itself. It is a sign not only of unprofessional behavior but a sign of conspiracy and
racketeering this involves the FBI
What have we learned ?
1. Desiré responds to any and all issues presented to her with honor, integrity and intellect
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2. Most of the concerns are trivial criticisms mounted by latent homosexuals attacking me out
of their own inner turmoil or as smoke screens of the racketeering conspiracy. Remember this
starts with a concern about my face in a comedy video which hasn’t been mentioned again
since my response
3. There is a crime of adulterated software that is undeniable without question a criminal offense,
still as yet unsolved or even freely discussed, but those selling it and participating in the crime
have all asked lawyers who have confirmed the crime and as yet they are still calling me devil
of whatever childish thing they can rather than face the key issue the crime. The debate is just
name calling to divert attention from the crime of adulterated software.
4. To face the crime david must face up to what he did and expose he did nothing more than type
in a set of words. This makes most of his claims to fame empty and exposes his lies. He must
admit that he knows little of the system and bio-electronics and this would attack his ego. So
the crime goes unaddressed for his ego is more valued than the users the patients in fact his
frail ego is so unstable he must ask people to call him master when it clearly is a title with not
connection to the field of bio-engineering
5. There are not only some mediocre minds but some very little minds that attack great spirits
such as mine. Their attacks shift like the wind to whatever childish thing pops into their juvenile
babyish minds. Many of these small minds are sexually insecure and latent homosexuals who
cannot deal with a person with enough courage to choose their sexual identity with their big
head not the little head. Most of these people as you see use their little heads to think with.
6. My device and my technology work and the debate is more concerned with the trivial ever
changing criticism against me than real issues.
7. The attacks on me are coming from ulterior motive people who now face a major life choice.
Truth or defense of unstable ego. Law or crime. Real testing of items or just typed in words.
Choices that they need to make, but given the quality of the minds involved I think they will
choose the path that gives them the most growth. They will defend the crime not the truth
until they are forced to learn the hard way. And they will continue to give incredible backbiting
resistance to my great spirit, because that is what little minds do.
I have made a life dedicated to helping people and to get people to get over their clinging to false
beliefs that hurt and limit them.
The greatest false belief is that of existence. In 5th grade we are taught that our bodies are made
of atoms and atoms are made of protons neutrons in the nucleus and outer electrons far away in
energy states in the outer layers of the atoms. The electrons never touch because they repel when
they approach each other. So the outer electrons of any item never touch the outer electrons
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of any other items. So no matter ever touches any other matter. The electrons, protons, atoms,
molecules in fact all things have an energetic field around them and this field is what we really
are. No one has ever seen or experienced this truth of our existence but we know it is true. We
are energetic beings in an energetic world.

a complete sham, a fraud, a lie. The muscle testers or point probe users were altering the speed of
delivery or the pressure to force the results they wanted. Mostly they used muscle testing to push
the client into buying a vitamin or some sort of remedy. Muscle testers laugh when they admit
they change the pressure to affect the patient. Now as we all know most of alternative medicine
is built on this lie. With no double blind study ever showing that remedy muscle testing is in any
way accurate, this lie has reached massive proportions.

As a bio-electrical engineer, licensed diagnostician health care doctor, mathematical genius, and
expert in natural medicine, I developed a medical device that would assay the energetic body, and
measure and correct problems of voltage, amperage, resistance, hydration, oxidation, and ph. My
enormous respect for the law mandated that I properly register the device and did so in 1989. My
respect for statistical research drove me to continue research and make the device better every
day since.

People with small minds cling to false beliefs and especially when the false beliefs make money.
The drug companies ostracized me, they pressured the hospitals and I was removed from further
research.
In 1990 the acupuncturists asked me to help register acupuncture needles as medical devices.
For free, I wrote a 400 page treatise on the law to make the needles real medical devices not
experimental. It is a false belief that acupuncture is not real medicine. Some small minds in the
FDA did not want this to happen and they fear all forms of drugless therapies. They trumped
up false charges against me. In 1996 judge Maitch the Oklahoma City case judge made the FDA
drop the charges. The FDA rouge agent was angry and continues his vendetta against me. This is
chronicled in the true to life movie “Sworn on the Altar”.
The drug companies tried to kill me as we see in the true to life movie “Water, Wine, Homeopathy”.
In breaking up an international pedophile ring in Romania I was tied to a table and they tried again
to kill me. This is displayed in the movie “The Greatest Sin 1, 2, 3”. Then when I decided to use my
big head and choose my sexuality rather than my little head, I mustered up tremendous courage
and made my freedom of choice and put on the dress. The drug companies stopped trying to kill
me. It is another false belief that you should let your little head choose your sexual identity.
Then over the years I was able to prove that muscle testing for remedies was not only invalid it was
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After 5th grade, Later in school we are taught about photons and how photon from the sun make
the electrons in plants go to higher energy states in a process of photosynthesis. Plants can do this,
not synthetic chemical companies and from here we get the proof that the SINthetic chemicals are
incompatible with the human body. We all know this about our foods. We will not order synthetic
foods, or drink synthetic wine we have learned over the years that the chemical companies have
tried to make synthetic chemicals compatible with the body and they have failed. If the menu has
SINthetic foods on it we will exercise our freedom to choose and not order synthetic chemicals. But
the menu at the hospital only has SINthetic chemicals on it. Only patented SINthetic chemicals get
funding for research and use in medicine. Natural herbs and plants are not protected by patents
and thus no one will invest in the research. Well not no one, I invested in the research on cancer
patients in Kiev to test synthetic chemotherapy versus natural chemotherapy. I invested to test
natural treatments for AIDS versus SINthetic treatments in Budapest. Both series of studies done
in qualified WHO registered medical hospitals. The results confirmed that it is a false belief that
synthetic chemicals are better or safer. Our extensive research all over the world now has shown
that the natural is much more effective, and vastly incredibly safer. But this false belief of synthetic
drugs efficacy and safety makes lots of money.

Now how would the drug companies ever sell a SINthetic vitamin if the false belief of SINthetics
was exposed? Who would ever attend another muscle tester’s lecture if the false belief of it was
exposed? Both of these are definite false beliefs. There is no doubt that the synthetic is not the
same, there is incredible evidence proving this. And there is no doubt that the muscle testers are
changing pressure and using suggestions to sell their remedies. They cannot debate this so they
must slander or shoot the messenger of truth rather than have these truths exposed.
The science of electrical reactivity starts with the shark. The shark lives in salt water and he has
a powerful well documented electro-sense. The literature knows that the electro-sense of the
human is very weak. We have to amplify the electro signal over a million times for us to see
human electro reactivity.
All items have an energetic field around them this is 5th grade science. This field is known in
science as the Voltammetric field. I patented a 3 dimensional Voltammetric field detector first
developed in 1988. With several patents and copyrights I work every day to perfect the system.
With hundreds of medical articles in peer reviewed medical journals it is the only scientifically
proven way to measure remedy reactivity.
I purchased and procured each item in the matrix and test them for their 10,000 frequency
patterns. It is a false belief that a single frequency can define a remedy. Now since this is the
only true way to measure reactivity for medication testing the other companies with inaccurate
devices often only using words, or pendulums to get results. These companies cannot debate
the extensive science. Most of them are not developed by someone with electrical engineering
techniques, medical backgrounds, statistics backgrounds, so these companies have to also slander
the messenger to protect their sales.
Several Russian devices have been proven complete frauds. There are many charlatans in the
alternative industry telling lies to sell and lies about me to distract.
So all of these people use WMD “Weapons of Mass Distraction” to sell. They all have a common
goal to stop Desiré from exposing them, stop Desiré from telling the truth. There are conventions
of alternative medicine around the world but they will not invite the most published, awarded,
significant, charismatic lecturer because as they say Desiré will spoil the party. She will tell us the
law and how we break it, she will tell us the science and how we affront it, she will show a system
so superior to ours we can’t ever sell another one. So we can’t invite Desiré.
Money seems to be more important than truth. And this is not enough they have to lie about me
to distract people from the truth. You see synthetic chemicals are incompatible with the human
body. Muscle testing cannot be used to tests remedies. Altering a medical device is a crime. And
all of the slander against me does not change this.
I have a standing offer to do a three way phone conversation with any who have a criticism of me
in even the smallest detail. I have said this for more than three decades and nobody wants to take
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their slander to me. Nobody wants to turn on the light of truth.
After authoring and editing over one hundred books, over 120 medical journals, over five patents,
thousands of copyrights, developing a accredited medical university, establishing a major ISSN
peer reviewed medical journal, being nominated for the Nobel prize for two decades, and a long
long list of credentials and accomplishments you would think that someone could find one error
other than spelling to really critic me.

By definition a Provocateur stimulates, excites, incites and motivates interest in a subject thru
subtle vexing flirtatious curiosity. A Provocateur deliberately behaves controversially in order to
provoke interest or awareness feedback. An Angel by definition is just a messenger. My message
is provocative.
Desiré arouses our sense of the outrageous and we all respond with amused humanity and
interest. When we see Bette Davis, Ruth Gordon, Madonna, Paris Hilton etc it is fine if sometimes
flamboyant performers, relax their self-discipline and overextend their acting technique in a
superfluity of ineffective gestures—finger-twitching and hip-switching, hand-rubbing or hipprotruding—we label the sum total as Camp.

I can’t defend myself from the backstabbing if you don’t help me. I can’t defend you the users if
you don’t allow me to help you. So please listen to the truth and if you have a question let me
know.
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The Weapons of Mass Distraction users have said horrendous things of me. They will tell you I am
a 9 foot tall black man if you will believe it. They work very hard to make up lies and they try to
see just what they might say to distract you. Some of the people are sensitive to sexual identity, so
they will tell you I am gay. (Being a hermaphrodite I am not). If you are religious they will tell you I
am a heathen, I am not. They will tell you anything but just not on the telephone with me on the
line to confirm or dispute. They will do whatever it takes to distract you and keep you away from
the truth. And what they fear most is my courageous dedication to truth, freedom of choice, and
nature.

Mae West, whose nasally provocative delivery, eye-rolling, lip-pursing, and pelvic tics parody
the conventional invitation of flirtation, is never out of control and is Camp, pure and simple....
Camp was also the stock-in-trade of Carmen Miranda, whose retina-searing Technicolor get-ups,
skyscraper headdresses bearing a season's fruit harvest, clomping platform shoes and garbled
English projected in a voice that could be heard on Mars all came together beautifully in her
campy personification of Exaggeration. Had we been blessed with the Brazilian Bombshell's own
blazing interpretation of Joan of Arc, the grotesque, if fascinating, result would surely have been
Camp.
And one of the most Camp comedians was the great Sam Kinison who used outrage to great comic
relief. For all of us want to scream now and then. We do need to let out and vent the rage now and
then. And Sam inspired us and especially Desiré to use outrage for comedy relief.
Camp is defined as something that provides sophisticated, knowing amusement, as by virtue
of its being genuinely mannered or stylized, self-consciously replicated, outrageous and
extravagant, with teasingly ingenuous and sometimes sentimental aspects. A Camp person is
one who adopts a teasing, outrageous, extravagant theatrical manner, esp. for the amusement
and education of others. Best example Desiré.
As people look at my books there is always a tendency to make some criticism. When you see
anybody’s book this is a natural tendency for some people.
Now when your criticism is “my dress” this shows a small mind. First it shows a disdain for personal
freedom and the right people have to be themselves. This has nothing to do with the book. In fact,
this is the petty mind detector that I like to call the Desiré trap. Small prejudice petty minds always
fall into this trap. They don’t know what Camp is. They do not like freedom and they fear people
who do not conform to society’s unwritten rules. Sometimes these people need to be told the
difference between rules and laws. The purpose of the Desirés pictures and personality is to open
the mind. By confronting the closed anal retentive mind we can get people to stop judging the
teacher and to judge the teaching. We can get people to see beneath the exterior and look into
truth. We can stop debates easily on the nature of my ass and get onto the truth of existence. We
can stop judging a book or a person by its cover and get to the substance within. We are taught
such biased prejudice knee jerk reactions that we limit our ways of thinking.
Our society slips to the stupid side, and faster every day. Our young adults have an attention span
of 3 min max. If they are not visually entertained in the first 10 seconds they are on to something
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else. They live in a MTV generation. Now the provocative, comical, eye-catching pictures of Desiré
draw them in. this is our future these lost, abandoned, stupefied youth. These messages are
designed for them.

Those invested into their false beliefs like the Big Sugar, Big Tobacco, profit Extremists all tip us
off to their prejudice by over criticizing Desirés subtle provocative ways. Camp Desiré is the petty
mind detector. But even the extremists can’t resist looking. And if they do find an excuse to resist,
they would use any other excuse. Desiré the Provocateur is alluring and thought provoking. So if
the style of Desiré the Provocateur is niggling and worrisome to a person it is a sign of a mind not
at rest. Only a struggling troubled mind will be vexed. The normal mind is entertained and allured
into awareness and perhaps education.
Our children today have discovered a main truth. Whatever you do don’t trust the suits. They have
seen the manipulation of their minds and they need to be stimulated and a display of sincerity
with Camp Desiré might just be the touch they need. Maybe what the world needs.
They say that only 5% of the population actually read a text. Most just look at the pictures. So
Desiré has decided to make poster like comments on key themes, to use jokes and comics and to
be provocative and alluring to help learning. Desirés books are working and the get more people
to learn.
It is impossible to get to everyone. And most importantly in today’s world how do we get to
the children of today to hear something. How can we get our children to look beyond the Profit
marketing of Big Business? Well Desiré is Camp and designed to charm interest for all, or at least
as many as you can.
So rather than criticizing and struggling with the teacher; can you demonstrate some degree of
intelligence and make a comment about the teaching. And can somebody see the Camp fun and
stop taking things so seriously.
I understand that topics like Camp, Provocateur, Parody, and Satire are intellectual ideas beyond
some small minded people. But these are key elements in mental growth and super-learning.
So please try to open your mind. Get to the teaching and stop being hooked up on the teacher.
At least try to get the joke. The lampoon caricature of a sixty year old fat man showing his tits
is a trans-travesty designed to get your attention and provoke your awareness and incite your
learning. Don’t be so serious. Lighten your mind, enlighten your soul, lighten your burden, turn on
the lights and take life lightly.
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For the older prudish generation, the Desiré pictures act like spoiled milk you have to smell it.
You have to see and be shocked. It draws them into reading and makes them go beyond and
actually they might learn something. This is the man who left America to find freedom who is no
longer a man. It is an irresistible story and once into the resistance they are faced with their false
beliefs. They must learn something about life. They will be confronting their deep inner fears of
nonconformity.
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The Human race stands on the brink of extinction

these so-called medicines are out of control, and by all facets iatrogenic (doctor caused) diseases
is now close to the number one killer. Add to Big Pharma’s kill list the effects of Big Sugar and Big
Tobacco and by far the number one cause of disease is Big Business Greed. Killing multi millions,
killing children, every one of us has had a loved one die needlessly because our society allows the
greedy to operate freely.

We live in a time of such incredible greed that a small gluttonous group of bankers now virtually
own the United States of America. The Federal Reserve is no more Federal than Federal Express.
It is owned by a secret group of bankers who do not have to do an accounting or a report on their
finances to anybody. Capitalism placed no control over such excessive greed as would put life itself
in jeopardy.

The effects of Big Sugar on obesity alone are appalling. The Bible says that near the end one third
of the people of the planet will die from smoke coming out of their mouths. Cigarettes are now
associated with one third of the deaths of people. Tobacco can kill millions and the FDA is worried
about my biofeedback system. It seems that the priorities of the Ultra Rich determine everything.

These greedy gluttons started a war based on lies that has killed millions for control of oil. To fuel a
industrial War machine and Big Oil. We could completely grow our own clean oil on farms now but
until these avaricious greedy can take over all small farms they will not let our society turn to Biofuels. They are stealing the farms, and drying up the way of life we most know as American, the
Small farmer growing vegetables. Once they own them all, the Ultra Rich will pass the legislation
to get rid of the pollution making drilled fossil fuels and turn to clean Bio-fuels. And they will act
like heroes doing it.

The Bible says that near the end one third of the animals in the sea will die and the oceans will
turn red. We have killed over a third of the animals with global pollution, and we all watched
the ocean go red from the oil spills. The over use of oil as the fuel and the component of petrochemistry has threatened the very existence of mankind. The petro-toxins have pervaded the
planet and are now in everybody’s bodies. Chemicals that did not exist over a hundred years ago
like DDT, organophosphates, and a list a mile long are in all of us, all of our children, they are found
in the plants near the north and south pole.
When the toxic level gets too high and turns off human reproduction we don’t know. When does
a scientist find a new petro-chemical that speeds up the problem, or a bio-war scientist who will
discover the toxin or virus that ends mankind? When it will happen is the question, not if. When
will greed and avarice for a new petro-chemical patent put an end to mankind? When. We stand
on the brink of extinction because of greed.
These petro-chemicals were made into medicine when Nelson Rockefeller saw he could make
things out of petroleum. He could make carpets, clothing, car parts, packaging, and foods and
medicines. He was a wise man for he made so much money that we had to make monopoly laws
to stop him as he was more powerful than the USA financially. He knew how to make money.
He helped start the American Medical Association, and he sent people to destroy Homeopathy
Hospitals and he started a drive to end homeopathy and make the use of petro-chemical drugs
universal. A homeopathic doctor fought to save homeopathy and got the FDA 1938 legislation
past to protect Homeopathy. Nelson Rockefeller was a very wise man who knew how to make
money by taking advantage of the people, but he also knew how to live. For as he said the petrochemical do not belong in the human body or at least not in his body. He never took any one of
the petro-chemicals. He only used homeopathy and natural medicines. He was wise and greedy
and lived to be 100 years old. But his greed and plan to destroy natural medicine persists.
Today the death toll from the doctor prescribed petro-chemicals is well over 1,000,000 people
each year. Over 50% of the American people take a petrochemical product. The side effects for
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Till then we will have to have our oceans polluted by these greedy profiteers. Someone needs
to be outraged at the loss of the American farmer, someone has to do something. The small
American farmer is an icon of our society about to have his land stolen by the crafty greedy rich.

We are nearing the end. The predictions of 2012 abound on the discovery channels and the
internet. The possible end of the human race. No more little children, no more laughter, no more
joy, perhaps the end. And the topic of discussion is my tits. I come here to help save the human
race from extinction and to lead the human race to a thousand years of peace and harmony. And
my angel book is the plan. But people want to talk about my tits and ass.
Can’t they see the comic parody of the mindless youth, can’t they see the attention getting camp
effect of my personality, can’t anyone see how this is a positive thing for people to start getting
a message not criticizing the messenger. Can’t anyone applaud the attention getting Satire? Why
can no one see the thought provocation of the provocateur? Why can no one see past the comedy
and why does no one write to me about substance? Why am I riddled with stupid petty criticisms
of the picture not the topic.
Our society has lost intellect. The people are dumbing down at an incredible pace. The average
American student can’t find America on the map. Over 40% of the graduating seniors from schools
can’t read. The attention span is tiny, the memory miniscule, and all they care about is controversy.
Well if that’s all they care about then that’s what I’ll give them.
That’s why I am provocative, controversial, camp, kitsch, comedic, notorious, and naughty. I do it
to draw attention to the problems. I have little time to save the world. After trying the traditional
approach for years now I am trying the controversial approach, for I am the man who left America
to find freedom who is no longer a man.

“I am Desiré the Angel Provocateur”
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Law of Interpretation not Attraction
The Movie “The Secret” is wrong. You do not completely create the world or the events around
you. You do completely control your interpretation of the world and the events around you.
It is not the Law of Attraction, it is an Effect of Attraction. It is a Law of Interpretation. There is the
law of gravity. What goes up must come down, but there some few exemptions. This constitutes
a law. It is seldom changed. The Law of Interpretation says that any verbal human will interpret
what has happened to him based on his experiences, beliefs, and philosophies. He will always
impose an attempt to explain what happens to him. Even “Shit Doth Happen” is an explanation.

We can affect our lives and we have some very small control over objects, the world, and the
events around us. But we have great and complete control over how we interpret the objects, the
world, and the events around us.
All of the people in Hiroshima did not wake up that August morning and create the bomb, nor
did they deserve it. All of them later interpreted the results. Most saw the bomb as a negative
event. But some saw it as a growing event and a positive result. Nelson Mandela came out of jail
after more than two decades and saw it as a positive thing. Some people can find the positive in
the most horrendous events. We completely control the interpretation of the objects, the world,
and the events around us. Some use negativity to describe the events, some use positivity but all
interpret the events. All do this from within their own brains. The state of your brain determines
the state of your interpretation of the world around you.
Some people are always happy and they learn to find the silver lining in every cloud. Some people
are always dissatisfied and find fault in all around them. But all of us completely control the
interpretation of the world around us. We do have some limited control of the world around us
but we will never have complete control.
“The Secret” is wrong, in that you cannot just sit at home and think of things and bring them into
your life. “The Secret” is right that you can affect your life positively and you can dramatically
increase your chances of getting what you want. If you want to get a job you must fill out an
application or two.
People think there is a law of attraction, but it does not hold out as a way to predict things. If it
were a law then we could predict things. Example: if someone throws a rock off of a building and
there is a crowd below, someone in the crowd will get hit by the rock. Now we might say the bad
guy got it because he deserved it. The good guy got it because he was too good. The sad guy got
it because he was negative and he brought it to him. The happy guy got it because he needed to
learn a lesson. But in truth we do not know who gets it before it is done.
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In physics a weak force can affect things. We have the “observer effect” and the mind has been
proven to be able to effect things. There is power in the human mind to affect objects. Telekinesis,
remote viewing, Extra-Sensory Perception etc are all proven to be possible, but the effect is weak.
But the effect is there. (see the “Proof” movie)
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If there were a law we could predict the outcome easily. We could put a crowd in place and let
one guy focus on wanting the rock to hit him and he does chants of mantras I want the rock. The
rest of the people do chants of protection and affirmations that they are protected from rocks.
We throw the rock and no matter how powerful the meditations we just don’t know who will get
it till after it hits.

We have a part of the God consciousness in us. But just because a drop of water has the same
characteristics as the ocean the drop should not think it is the ocean. We have some small part of
this power in us but we need to be humble.

When President Harry Truman dropped two bombs on non-military target cities of women and
children, there was so much radioactive fallout thrown into the air. If one of these alpha ray or
beta ray fallout products were to be ingested or breathed in the person would get cancer and
die. There was such an increase in cancer in America after the three atmospheric detonations of
atomic weapons of mass destruction that the world had to declare atmospheric atomic detonation
illegal. Harry S. Truman killed more Americans with fallout over the next fifteen years than he
killed Japanese on that day. Here once again people interpret his actions based on their own
perceptions. In some minds he was a hero, in another mind he is a War Crime criminal. But I feel if
more people knew what happened there would be more people thinking the later. (see the movie
“War Crimes Trail of Harry S Truman”)
Now who got the radioactive fallout, the good, the bad, the ugly, the deserving? The answer is
we cannot predict, but we can always explain. Whatever happens people will step forward and
explain why. You do not completely create the world or the events around you. You do completely
control your interpretation of the world and the events around you. Your mind interprets what is
around you.
In sports we can analyze, study and examine the details of the two teams competing. If there was
a law of attraction we could always or at least generally predict a winner from who attracts it the
most. But this is not the case. We must play the game. And no one knows the outcome. But after
the outcome everyone steps forward with and explanation. Your mind has a weak power to affect
your surrounding but a strong firm power to interpret events after they are completed.
The condition of your mind, spirit and soul determines how you perceive the world around you.

God and The Cosmos
I believe firmly in a God that does guide all of us for growth and spiritual development. This
allows for karma as well. The theory of the big bang states that all of the energy in the universe
or at least a big chunk of it came through a singularity in one to the minus forty third of a second.
Matter will later evolve from condensation of this energy. This means that all things all particles
have a quantum entwined history. Particles of quantum energy that were once entwined can
communicate with each other as in Bell’s theorem. The PEAR project proved that there was a
connectivity of things and that the human mind a known quantum engine could communicate
with things. There is a God consciousness of the universe. This God consciousness determines
who gets the radioactive particle.
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After it hits we then are always able to explain it. We say the bad guy got it because he deserved
it. The good guy got it because he was too good. The sad guy got it because he was negative and
he brought it to him. The happy guy got it because he needed to learn a lesson. The human mind
can interpret things very well after the fact. President Gerald Ford said that Hind Sight is 20/20.
But Fore Sight is just probability theory. The law of interpretation holds fast.

So the message to the “What the Beep“people is firmly you can affect your world slightly. God
controls your world completely. We need to have humility. You need to act not just think. And you
do control your interpretation of the events completely.
And people will interpret their reality as they see fit, and often this means they will adjust their
interpretation to fit their belief system. I have seen scientist observe undeniable data on UFO, the
powers of the mind, psychic phenomena, Ghosts etc and after seeing irrefutable evidence they
adapt an interpretation to fit their dogma. It is difficult for people to face their disbeliefs.
We don’t’ create the world around us we interpret how we see it.
They say there is always a quote “RATIONAL EXPLANATION”. Of course the rational human mind
after the fact can always make a rational explanation. This does not mean it is true but they must
do it to preserve their belief system. Any rational explanation will do to allow them to drop pursuit
into paranormal. For maintain a false belief is more important than truth.
Science has lost itself into a search for funding and in saving face. It ignores many obvious truths
that should get more consideration and Rational explanations are easily accepted for too many
phenomena that should be explored. Rationality and Rational explanations becomes a religion to
these people who rationally reject religion.
The human mind must try to preserve its integrity. Everything we do has error built in. some
would say that this alones guarantees the uncertainty problem. But this alone would imply that
technology might solve the problem with less error. But in fact indeterminacy goes beyond error
and extends to all things at the core of existence.
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You Can Take the Indeterminacy principle too far. Even though it is true and we do have Free Will.
We must act on what we know and try to act on our predictions of outcomes. We need to play the
game of life as best we can. And see where the outcomes lead us.
We need to find a balance of rationality and indeterminacy. The Yin versus Yang. There is a need for
rational logical linear thought as in Western philosophy, but it is not the only path to knowledge.
The Eastern ways have more of the other side of the brain working finding dreams, art, beauty,
intuition. There is a male and female mind, a left and right hemisphere, a dreamer and doer, a
‘see’-er and a ‘be’-er, a watcher and a player, an active agent and a passive one all in each of us
and many more. As we learn about the differences and the polarities we learn about ourselves.
We learn to be the best we can and how to face life when ‘Shit Happens’.
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The best doctor is the doctor within. The best teacher is the teacher within. When you discover
this and you activate it with modesty and humility recognizing what you don’t know is always
greater than what you know, life is much better. You can do anything it is just a matter of time.
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imune

12 month
home study course

Laws Versus Rules
You can call me anything except late for dinner

Go to http://imune.name to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in
Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological
bioresonance and biofeedback.

But if people respect personal freedom they will call me my chosen name Desiré.
Some people are more caught up in the way something looks rather than it's true nature and
some people have limited minds but if you are true to truth, and you respect freedom over
conformity then You can call me Desiré. I am deeply respectful of the law, in that way I am very
very conservative.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be
yours in just 12 months of Home Stury, a simple
thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored
supervised contact.

Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.
The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio,

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.
But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine.
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine.
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma
Big Sugar
Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers
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Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War
Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim
and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and
dominate medicine to further build their profits.

But I am very suspicious and not respectful of rules. There is a law in South Carolina that says a
person labeled male on his birth certificate cannot openly dress as a female. So I won't visit South
Carolina. For the rest of America this is a rule not a law. I do not respect the rules of conformity.
I do not respect the rules of convention or tradition. I challenge them with one word freedom.
Small petty minds try to take away freedom and prefer tradition.
Once a FDA agent came into my office in Denver Colorado and he demanded we close up the
shop because he said homeopathy was illegal. It was a rule he said. I took him into the office and
showed him the FDA law. The FDA was founded by a homeopath. Homeopathy appears three
times in the first three pages. He apologized and left.
You see the law is how we run our society. And our society makes and assumes rules. Many
governmental people do not know the difference. They even think a rule is sometimes a law. But
the law is always written on paper and can be read and enforced. Still there are times we need
courts to decide when police or enforcement people have differing opinions than the public. Such
was the case in 1996, when the FDA had a rule to ban acupuncture. The FDA thought that this
was a law. I challenged this rule. And I won acupuncture became a real medical art in March 1996
because of me. I used the law to change the rule.
Right now many people thing that energetic medicine is illegal. This is a rule not a law, and I fight
to defeat this rule and preserve the law. The law allows energetic medicine today. I am sure that
we will need to go to a judge to decide this someday.
I do not break laws. I work diligently to obey laws. The FDA has broken the law in their vendetta
against me and One day I will prove that. I left America in March right after Judge Matsch made
the FDA and the Prosecutor dismiss the case against me on leap day 1996. The FDA went to
Washington in June 1996 and tricked a Grand Jury into illegally making a bogus indictment against
me. There was no charge against me when I left. So I did not flee, nor am I a fugitive.
I am a concerned citizen who is waiting for an American judge to rule on the validity of my case
before I return. I have obeyed every law and always do. But everyone has denied me a judge to
rule on the validity of the indictment against me. I have been warned of a conspiracy against me
to have me put away without the chance of seeing a judge how could free me like the last one did.
I do not respect nor do I feel obligated to obey rules. Salesmen think that it is a rule they should
wear a suit. I tried to tell them that most everyone knows to never trust a suit. But he is caught
between people who are confused by rules and think their rules are law.
I have changed my name and sex rating in America. There are three American ID papers used,
Passport, Driver’s License, and Voter’s registration. My medical papers say I am both sexes and can
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chose which one I want. My only driver’s license from Kentucky lists me as Desiré Dubounet and
female. My voter’s registration in Colorado is as Desiré Dubounet and lists me as female as well.
So by American law I am Desiré Dubounet and female. This is the law, but for some this voids a
rule. For some rules are more important than laws. It is a pity. For me law is more important than
rules.

My name is legally in America, Europe, Africa, and around the world is Desiré Billie Dubounet
I studied the Buddhist way and that the cause of all suffering is Desire. To stop suffering you must
control Desire. This was my doctoral thesis, in New Orleans. So when I choose my female name
I choose Desiré to always remind me that desire has to be controlled. It can be expressed but
controlled.
When Dustin Hoffman first became Tootsie in the movie he was in the Russian Tea Room in NY and
he ordered a Dubonnet with a Twist, I said well I my life has now a twist.
But Dubonnet is the drink, Dubounet in French is a beautiful sexy bonnet worn by the most elegant
of women. I am an elegant woman. Dubounet rhymed with Desiré so I choose my name.
For my middle name I choose Delicious, in my stand up comedy I say that
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“Delicious is my middle name. It is not my whole name. It is the name of my hole.” Ta Da drum role
By American law of the 14th amendment you can change your name by yourself in most states
(not in California, but yes in Colorado) but the law says you cannot use trivial sexy terms and the
specifically use the word “Delicious” as an example of words you can’t use. So I cannot make my
middle name Delicious.
When my father was born at first they thought the child was female, same with me. So the name
on his birth certificate is Billie. The female spelling not Billy the male spelling. One week later my
father's penis popped out and then on the birth certificate you can see where they erased female
and changed it to male but they did not change the spelling of his name.
So my dad went thru life with a female name and he was tortured and troubled by the sex identity
crisis with his hermaphrodite heart. He was bitter, mean, fearful, nasty and cruel and he hated
almost everybody. He was abusive and brutal to my mother. But he was my dad and to honor him I
took the middle name Billie. This reminds me of how a person can twist their soul, mind and those
around him when they have to suppress and repress their inner feelings. It reminds me to love the
sinner and hate the sin. It reminds me that to suppress a truth is to give it power over you.
For me to have the courage, the fortitude, the power of mind to be me what I am and not what
others want me to be. It takes extreme power of personality and intellect.
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